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disclaimer
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All letters sent to Total Tattoo magazine will be treated as
unconditionally assigned for publication and copyright purposes and
as such are subject to editing and editorial comment.
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Imagine you’re one of the world’s most shy and least confident people.
You’re planning to get your first tattoo. You’ve never phoned a tattoo
studio before, let alone set foot in one. How would you want the

receptionist to sound when you call the studio’s number and they pick up
the phone? Now imagine you’re one of the world’s LEAST shy and MOST
confident people. Wouldn’t you still want the studio receptionist to sound
nice and welcoming on the phone? And happy to receive your call?

At this point, I should warn those of a nervous disposition that I’m about to
have a serious rant. But you knew that already.

I spend much of my working life talking to tattoo studios up and down the
country. The vast majority of the people who pick up the phone are polite,
pleasant and actually just lovely in general. They’re professional, and they’re
also the sort of people who make me wish I was a friend of theirs. They
listen, and they do their best to answer my enquiry or take on board
whatever it is I’m phoning about (even if they’re rushed off their feet). To you
wonderful people, thank you for making my job that bit more enjoyable.

Then there’s the other ones. The ones who answer the phone with the kind
of monosyllabic grunt that would make a teenager sound eloquent in
comparison. The ones who leave you wondering if your important message
will ever actually get passed on to the right person. The ones who are giving
people a completely misleading impression of the studio – because it’s all too
easy to assume that the artists who work there are going to be as miserable
or as uninterested in their customers as the receptionist seems to be.

Reading what I’ve just written, I realise I’m sounding a lot like my late Nan. It
wouldn’t surprise me if I began my next sentence with “In my day...”  But it’s
not an age thing. It’s just good manners. (I know, I know... I AM sounding like
my Nan.)

But good manners are all about making people feel comfortable, and helping
those who are unsure of themselves feel more at ease. I was nervous as hell
the first time I visited a tattoo studio. I’m still nervous before I get tattooed
(mainly because I’m scared of twitching/tapping out/farting). Lots of people
feel this way, so it’s vital that the first person you encounter when you enter
the studio – the person at the desk – is friendly and welcoming. This sets the
tone for the whole experience.

I get that we all have bad days, or days where we just want to be left alone,
but sometimes you just gotta fake it ‘til you make it. Because surely it’s the
receptionist’s job to give that crucial good first impression of the studio, and
make people feel like they’ve come to the right place?

Lizzy
Total Tattoo Editorial Team
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

“T stands for being nice. 
T stands for manners. 

T stands for being polite.”
- Mr T

WELCOME to 162

•      Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
       in the business - respected by tattooists and 
       tattoo fans alike.

•      Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
       money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
       over with the extra business it brings in.

•      Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
       than one person - passed around among 
       friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people read Total
Tattoo worldwide. Why not tell them
about your product, service, studio or

website.

Call Lizzy on 
01603 958062
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how
reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 
requirements with you, and we will
work out the best price deal
to suit you too.  We can even
design and create your advert
for you, at very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo in your hand
so you know the quality and passion that goes
into it.  The same quality and passion goes into
the service that we offer our advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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NEWS AND REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU
INVISIBLE MAN TATTOO END OF AN ERA

‘Invisible Man Tattoo’ is a powerful collision of tattooing and contemporary art. It’s an exhibition-
with-a-difference that’s been running for the last couple of months at the Recess art centre in
Brooklyn, New York. Multidisciplinary artist Doreen Garner created a pop-up tattoo studio in the
gallery space – but it was a tattoo studio with a message. Her aim was to highlight the absence of
black history and black achievement from tattoo culture, and the lack of black representation in
tattoo imagery and the tattoo industry. The installation was hard-hitting and deeply thought-
provoking.

It's been announced that prestigious Swedish
tattoo shop King Carlos will close its doors
for the final time in June. The studio was
opened in 2002 by Calle Corson and quickly
joined the ranks of Europe's leading tattoo
establishments. In a social media post, Calle
said, “Of course it’s with a heavy heart that
we’re closing. I hold so much love for all the
people working with me. We're like a family
and I think everyone who has been in the
shop has felt that ambience.” The good news is
that Calle and the crew have no plans to stop
tattooing. To stay up to date with their next
moves check out @kingcarlostattoo
www.kingcarlostattoo.com You can
also contact each artist directly by email. They
will all be at the shop for the next few
months.
CALLE: callecorson@gmail.com
MARIA: mariatattooer@gmail.com
JONNY: tattoo-jonny@hotmail.com
MALIN: fatmarlin.tattoo@gmail.com
LEIGH: leighharristattoos@gmail.com

ARTIST WANTED
Cosmic Monsters Incorporated are
looking for another talented artist to join
their expanding studio. This is not an
apprenticeship; you must have experience.
All styles of work will be considered. If you
are interested, please email
cmitattoo@gmail.com with examples
of your work and a short bio.

Doreen Garner’s temporary tattoo studio (in
which she herself did the tattooing) had all the
usual furniture and equipment. It functioned as
a normal studio too. Anyone could book a
tattoo session through the gallery’s website.
The difference? All the flash featured designs
celebrating black resistance or black
resilience, and all the artwork on the studio
walls reflected those themes too. There were
images of cotton plants, for example, and
photographs of the Black Power salute at the
1968 Olympics, plus iconic portraits of Martin
Luther King Jr. There was even merchandise
for sale with a similar message, including Black
Panther Party clothing. And there was an
unconventional aspect to the studio’s price
list: anyone who identified as black, or as a
person of colour, could receive their tattoo
free.

Known for her work focusing on anatomy,
medicine and violence towards/violation of
the body, this is not the first time Doreen
Garner has created an artwork including a
pop-up tattoo shop. Last year, her show
entitled ‘Doctor’s Hours’ at Larrie in New
York’s Chinatown offered its customers a

selection of body parts as flash motifs. She is
also known for her macabre glass sculptures.
In press interviews, she made some
fascinating comments about her own role in
her tattoo installations. Seeing herself as an
artist, rather than a tattooist, she defines her
clients as art collectors (and not tattoo
collectors). This sets up the intriguing
paradox of putting a monetary value on art
that can be bought but not easily sold.

Doreen Garner’s ‘Invisible Man Tattoo’ (part
of Recess’s ‘Sessions’ initiative) finishes on
3rd March. Check out
www.doreengarner.com/home
to find out more about her work

James Bull & Hannya Jayne are relocating to
work alongside Nic Smith at Songbird Tattoo
Studio in Exeter. 
Songbird Tattoo Studio, 1st Floor, 
57 High Street, Exeter, EX4 3DJ
www.songbirdtattoo.com
songbirdtattoo@live.co.uk
Tel: 01392 254626
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ANOTHER CHANCE TO WIN TICKETS TO THE BIG NORTH SHOW!

PERFECT SKIN

April will soon be here, bringing with it the return of Total Tattoo's very own Big North Tattoo
Show. Yes, everyone told us they loved it so much, we've decided to do it all over again! It will
take place in Newcastle-upon-Tyne’s Metro Radio Arena on 28th and 29th April. There will be
nearly 300 amazing artists there, plus a fantastic programme of entertainment and lots of goodies
to buy, and kids go free!

So if you missed it first time round, or if you can't wait to come again and experience that very
special vibe, why not enter our easy ticket competition? We've got TEN TICKETS up for grabs,
and all you have to do to be in with a chance of winning is answer the following question:

What is the name of the river that runs through Newcastle-upon-Tyne? 
(The clue's in the name...)

1. The Thames
2. The Tyne
3. The Yangtze

Email your answer to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with the subject line BIG NORTH, 
to arrive no later than Friday 30th of March. Usual terms and conditions apply (see page 5).
Check out www.bignorthtattooshow.com for show details.

Mo Coppoletta, of high calibre London
studio The Family Business, makes an
appearance in the new body mod horror
flick, Perfect Skin.This is a dark, dark film. It
tells the story of Katia, a young Eastern
European woman adrift in London, and
her relationship with Bob, an enigmatic
and mysterious tattoo artist – who
kidnaps Katia, intending her to be his muse
(and his canvas) for a final, lasting piece of
art. It's a chilling tale of passion, ambition
and obsession. Currently in post-
production, the movie stars Richard Brake
(who played the Night King in Game of
Thrones and Joe Chill in Batman Begins),
Natalia Kostrzewa (The Cured, Get Up and
Go), and Jo Woodcock (Dorian Grey, Torn,
Tess of the d’Urbervilles). Hand-poke artist
Grace Neutral and tattooist Courtney
Lloyd – both of whom are also models –
appear in the film too. The soundtrack
includes music by Liam Howlett of The
Prodigy. Check out
www.perfectskinthemovie.com

YAKUZA UNMASKED
Having lived 'under the radar' in Thailand for
many years, a prominent member of the Yakuza
was recently arrested when his tattoos (and
missing finger) gave him away. According to
news reports, Shigeharu Shirai – now a frail 72
year old – made the mistake of letting himself
be photographed, with all his tattoos on show,
while playing checkers in the street in the Thai
town of Lopburi. [He obviously hasn't watched
Channel 4’s 'Hunted' – ed]The photograph was
posted on social media and came to the
attention of the Japanese police, who launched
an investigation. It turned out that Shigeharu
Shirai had allegedly entered Thailand illegally,
was living under a false identity, and was on the
run from Japan where he was wanted for his
role in the assassination of a Yakuza rival. In a
press interview, Thai police confirmed that he
had admitted to being the head of a Yakuza
gang.
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BOOK REVIEW

A CAREER OF TWO HALVES

COCA-COLA AT 
CLOAK & DAGGER

Jack Peppiette, 
Patterns: Volume 1
216 pages, ringbound A4, £50
Available from
www.gentlemanstattooflash.com

Having interviewed Jack last year, we know how
hard he works. He's now released his debut
volume of hand-drawn designs... and we're
wondering how on earth he found the time to do
it! (The current theory is that he’s actually a time-
travelling, tattooing wizard.) This is a massive
sketchbook featuring a classy body of work
created over a period of more than a year; the
book itself took six months to produce. It's a
gorgeous selection of geometric and mehndi-
influenced pattern work. And whilst we've all been
holding up pages to bits of our bodies and saying
to each other, “This would look good here,
wouldn’t it?” this sketchbook is primarily intended
as reference only. When we asked Jack about it, he
said, “I've always found that it's the shapes and
ideas that are the most help in creating your own
patterns, so hopefully people will come up with
some new stuff from this. I want this genre of
pattern work to continue to evolve.”

OK, it was just an advertising stunt. But it
was also great fun and anything that
celebrates the older generation in such a
positive way has got to be a good thing.
Based on the marketing concept of
encouraging people to try out new
experiences (at any stage of their lives) –
and their latest campaign featuring the
irrepressible retired gent Mr Hadley –
Coca-Cola opened a 'pop-up' tattoo studio
on 6th February. They were offering free
tattoos, for one day only, at Cloak &
Dagger in London's Shoreditch. The catch?
You had to be over 70 to qualify! A
selection of pre-drawn designs were
available, with small custom designs also
possible, and the first-come-first-served
sessions lasted half an hour each.
Temporary tattoos were also on offer for
those who didn't want to be permanently
inked. The pop-up studio was opened by
rapper Professor Green and his Nanny Pat.

Footballer Sean Rigg has decided to leave Newport
County in order to pursue a new career as a tattoo
artist. According to news reports, he surprised fans
by opting to leave just a couple of days before the
club's big FA Cup fourth round replay against
Premier League heavyweights Spurs at Wembley
(although it's understood the timing was for
contractual reasons). It was an amicable split, with
Newport boss Michael Flynn reported as saying he
would have wanted Sean to stay. Sean joined
Newport in 2016 having previously played for a
number of different clubs. It was when he was
playing for Port Vale in 2011 that he got friendly
with a local tattooist, who took him on as an
apprentice. He put in some very long hours learning
the craft, and he ALSO owes a great deal to team
mate Lewis Haldane, who volunteered his skin for
Sean to practice on. Black and grey is Sean’s passion,
and he's going to be working at The Stroud Tattoo
Company in Gloucestershire. He will also continue
to play football on a part-time basis for National
League South side Bath City – at least to begin with!
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DOWN, DOWN, DEEPER AND DOWNS

VAN GOGH TATTOOS

As part of an awareness campaign that's starting
to spread around the globe, a group of parents
of children with Down's Syndrome recently
decided they would all get tattooed together. All
27 of them, from the Cornwall Down's
Syndrome Support Group, went to Black Ink
Rebellion in Newquay, where owner Wayne
Roberts and fellow tattooist John Dimery spent
seven hours tattooing them with individually
tweaked versions of the “Lucky Few” symbol.
The three chevrons represent the third copy of
chromosome 21 that genetically defines Down's
Syndrome. The design also communicates the
inspiring notion of flying high after being pulled
back (in the same way as an arrow). Wayne
opened his studio for the day especially for the
group, and donated everything free of charge.

It all began with social media posts from Mica
May, a mum in America who has a child with
Down's Syndrome. The symbol came to her in a
dream, and she and a group of friends decided to
get it tattooed. (They called it “The Lucky Few”
after a book about children with Down’s
Syndrome.) Seeing their social media posts,
members of the Cornwall group started to joke
about getting similar tattoos themselves... and
suddenly it all became a reality. For many of
them it was their first tattoo, so you can imagine

the incredible nervous excitement at Black Ink
Rebellion on that day! It meant an immense
amount to all the parents – to show the world
how proud they are of their children, and to
show their support for each other too. For
some of them, it required a lot of courage to go
through with it, but everyone said it felt really
good and was what the group was all about.

Several of the parents commented that the most
important thing was people asking them about
the tattoo and what it means. The simple tattoos
start a dialogue that enables them to talk about
their children's condition in a positive way, and
dispel some of the myths. Down’s Syndrome is a
genetic condition, not an illness, and a person
with Down’s Syndrome is still fundamentally a
person! Children with Down’s Syndrome all have
a certain degree of learning disability and may be
at risk of certain other health conditions, but
most people with Down’s Syndrome can now
live much longer, healthier and more fulfilling
lives than was possible in less enlightened and
supportive times. On average, two babies are
born with Down's Syndrome each day in the UK
and one in every 1,000 babies will have the
condition.

World Down's Syndrome Day is on March 21st.
Check out www.downs-syndrome.org.uk
www.worlddownsyndromeday.org
and the Cornwall Support Group
www.cdssg.org.uk

ULTIMATE 
SEASON TICKET

Football club Hertha Berlin are offering
one lucky supporter a lifetime of free
admission to all their home games. This
ultimate season ticket comes in the form
of a tattoo, with a QR code to let the
wearer into the ground. The closing date
for the competition was 8th February, and
fans were asked to send in photos, videos
or any other creative ideas to
demonstrate their devotion to the club.
(As we go to press, the winner is yet to be
announced.) The tattoo design will consist
of an image of the Olympiastadion, where
Hertha Berlin currently play, together with
the club’s badge and flag, plus the all-
important QR code, all enclosed in an
outline of the Berlin city map. The winning
recipient will be tattooed by Love is Pain.
As the club themselves like to say, “No
club gets under the skin quite like Hertha
Berlin” – and in this case, that seems to be
quite literally true. (Any other clubs doing
something similar? Let us know!)

On the last Friday of every month, the Van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam likes to offer something a
bit different. They've put together an innovative
evening events programme (called ‘Vincent on
Friday’) in collaboration with some of the city's
most creative people. For January’s event, Emiel
Steenhuizen and Kim Rense were tattooing
crowds of museum visitors with motifs based on
Van Gogh's instantly recognisable iconography.
Mini tattoos were available from just 20 Euros, and
larger designs were on offer too. There was also a
competition to win an original framed artwork by
Emiel Steenhuizen. For details, check out the
facebook page:
ww.facebook.com/vincentopvrijdag
or the museum’s website:
www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en
and take a look at this amazing video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5vvEuSR6xI

FROM BROAD STREET
TO NORTHGATE

The guys from Broad Street Tattoo in Bath
are relocating to new premises at 13
Northgate Street and changing their name
to Northgate Tattoo. Keep an eye out for
new artists and guests on Facebook and
Instagram! (The Broad Street premises
will remain open, but for piercing and laser
tattoo removal only.) 
Email info@northgatetattoo.com
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Five Keys
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Dharma
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Five Keys
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Japan
Iñaki
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Jack Peppiette
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Jairo Carmona
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Jak Connolly
North Of Winter
James Richardson
Northern Glory
Jammes
Private Studio
Jason Adelina
Carousel Tattoo
Jason Butcher
Immortal Ink
Jason James Smith
Moth and Flame
Jay Fletcher
Studio 31
Jay Le Hegarat
Kids Love Ink (France)
Jay Rose
Dharma
Jaysin Burgess
Northside
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Blind Tiger
Jed Desbrow
Vintage Inx
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Art La Vey
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Triple Six
Jessi James
Crow Quill
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Lauren Stephens
Cock A Snook
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Leigh Harris
King Carlos (Sweden)
Leo D-T
Wolf & Arrows
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Tattoo Station
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Iron Hand
Liam Jackson
Studio 31
Lianne Moule
Immortal Ink
Lindsey Thomas
Tattoo Station
Little Andy
The Church
Lord Montana
Blue
Jolie Rouge
Lou Hopper
Death’s Door
Lucy O'Connell
Reds
Luis Loureiro
Luis Loureiro Tattoo
(Portugal) 
Maidstone John
The Warren
Malin Thulin
King Carlos (Sweden)
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Jolie Rouge
Marcin Ptak
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Marco Galdo
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Good Changes (Russia)
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Blackfriars Tattoo House
Otto
White Elephant
Owen Paulls
On The Road
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Surrealistic Sanctuary
Paul La Vey
Art La Vey
Paul Smith
Marked for Life
Paul Vander Johnson
Private Studio
Pedro Mendoca
Grey Area
Peter Hall
Evil Needle
Rachel Honeywell
Gothika Tattoo
Rafael Cavicchioli
Studio XIII Gallery
Remis
Remis Tattoo
Rich Harris
Dark Horse Collective
Richard Leighton
Triplesix
Rigzi
Bath St Tattoo Collective
Rio
Adrenalink (Spain)
Rizza Boo
Bath St Tattoo Collective
Rob Fielder
Viking
Rob Mulligan
Life's Too Short Tattoo
Rob Richardson
Blackfriars Tattoo House
Roberto Poliri
Land Ahoy
Rory Craig
Northern Glory
Rudi Ridgewell
Carousel Tattoo
Ryan Evans
Kamil Tattoo
Ryan the Scientist
NR Studios

Sam Barber
North Of Winter
Sam Butler
Vintage Inx
Sam Rivers
Curiosities
Sammy Surjay
Vintage Inx
Scott Grozier
Triplesix
Sean Guthrie
Sailor Max
Shaun Pattinson
Borderline Tattoo Collective
Sicko Black
Good Changes (Russia)
Simon Gunn
Northern Glory
Sophie Cahill
Nemesis
Soydan
Yakuza
Stacey Green
Triplesix
Stef Bastian
Royal Tattoo
Stefano C
Frith Street
Steph White
Cock A Snook
Stephen Kelly
Bath St Tattoo Collective
Steve Morante
Fudoshin
Szidonia Gergely
Kamil Tattoo
Tacho
Follow Your Dreams
Tanis Biazus
On The Road 
Tasha Pollendine
Physical Graffiti
Te Rangitu Netana
Private Studio
Terry Frank
Electric Punch
Tim Kingsbury
Triplesix
TJ
Private Studio
Tom Bates
Five Keys
Tom Farrow
Exile Tattoo
Tom Grosz
Eightfold
Tom Maggot
Second City Tattoo Club
Tom Sorn
SMB Tattoo
Troy Slater
Blackfriars Tattoo House
Wes Vaughn
Insider
Whiley
Wolf & Arrows
Willem Jansen
13 (Netherlands)
Wojtek Przychodzki
Inkdependent
Wolfgang Paradisio
Blind Tiger
Woody
Eightfold
Yarson
Yarson Tattoo
Yeshe
Dharma

CONFIRMED ARTISTS so far...
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Matt Adamson is talented,
down-to-earth and extremely
driven. Since starting his

tattoo career in the North East of
England, he has worked tirelessly to
establish himself as a world class
neo-traditional artist. He is now based
at one of the most prestigious studios
in America – Kings Avenue, on
Manhattan's Bowery (the historic
birthplace of New York tattooing).
And that's where met, to chat about
Matt's life in tattooing and his decision
to relocate stateside.
Matt began working on the desk at a local tattoo studio when he was still at
college. He was studying art and graphic design, and he already knew he
wanted to be a tattooist. “I used to take my portfolio to shops,” he recalls.
“It was pretty much just college work that I'd geared towards tattooing.
Every assignment I was given, I was like, 'I don’t want to do that. I want to
do something I can put in my tattoo portfolio!' My drawings were all very
cheesy ideas, but that's all I wanted to draw – tattoos.”

As part of his receptionist job, Matt often used to help draw up small
designs and script. And that's what got him noticed by one of the North
East's top traditional artists, Ian Parkin of Inkslingers, who offered him a
formal apprenticeship. “I dropped out of college to pursue that
apprenticeship”, Matt tells me. “Looking back now, some of the stuff in my
portfolio was really terrible, so I was lucky to get that opportunity!”  

Interview by Lizzy • Pictures courtesy of Matt
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“Ian taught a lot of people in
Newcastle,” Matt continues, “and
everybody who has worked at Inkslingers
has gone on to do great things. I used to
get tattooed and hang out there before I
apprenticed with him, and I remember
how he had hundreds of reference
books. I’d only seen tattoos on Myspace
or in magazines. Ian introduced me to
things like the Eckel sketchbook, which
was such a game changer for so many
people. I hadn't seen anything like it
before. And looking through sketchbooks
was where I first saw the work of people
like Mike Rubendall [founder of Kings
Avenue]. I remember Ian saying, 'You
don't want to look at the people working
around you. You want to look at people
like these, and see what they’re doing,
and compare yourself to them.’”

Matt has always been creative. Like
many people, he found early inspiration
through music and the tattoos worn by
band members. He played in bands
himself, and made art in his spare time.
“I used to draw comic books. My mate
used to write them and I'd illustrate them.
They weren't very good,” he recalls with
a laugh. “Then I gradually began to gear
my illustration towards tattoos and tattoo-
related designs. I pretty much said to
myself, 'This is what I want to do.' I set
my sights really high.”
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Matt's determination and dedication have really paid off. He
has worked and guested in brilliant studios in the UK and
Europe, then last year he took the plunge and moved across
the pond to begin working at Kings Avenue in New York. The
idea for this brave move originated when Matt was at Jayne
Doe with Jody Dawber. They planned a tattoo trip together,
and America was the proposed destination. Matt hadn’t
considered working in America before, but when it was
decided that their itinerary would include New York, he
contacted Kings Avenue for a guest spot. “And as soon as I
got here I realised that this was where I needed to be,” he
recalls. “This was my next step up.” I ask Matt to elaborate on
that. “I knew I would be able to develop my skills here,” he
explains. “The people are so talented; artists like this are the
reason I wanted to be a tattooist.”
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Matt's work has evolved from pure
traditional to the neo-traditional style he
is known for today. I asked him if this was
a conscious progression. “I've always
known the direction I'd like my work to
go in, but at the beginning I wasn't
capable of executing those ideas on
paper and skin. Gradually, from pushing
myself and watching others, I've moved
closer to where I want to be. It's
frustrating if you have a vision in your
head that you can't get down on paper.

It happens to me even now! I'll be
drawing for four or five hours, and I'll still
be dissatisfied because the design I've
produced isn't what I originally intended.
That's when I take a break. If I focus on
something for too long, I can no longer
see the solution. But it jumps out at me
straight away as soon as I come back to
it.”

I ask Matt if he thinks tattooing might one
day evolve beyond the traditional and
leave it behind... “No, I don't think that
will ever happen. Traditional is around
for a reason. It's standing the test of time.
The clean, bold simplicity is why it lasts
so well, and I can’t see that ever dying
out. Tattooing always comes back to
traditional. Grez, here at Kings Avenue,
produces some of the cleanest, boldest
tattoos I've ever seen. I work in a
different style to him, but I still look at
how I would apply his techniques to what
I'm doing. I've gradually simplified my
designs, thinking about the longevity of
the tattoo, and so on.”
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“There are a million rules,” Matt continues, “and you keep circling back to them whilst
experimenting at the same time. I always try to keep in mind how things will look on
the skin. With regard to the composition of the piece, there are things you know will
definitely work and things that won't. Where I have an area of heavy black,
something next to it will be a little lighter or more delicate to ensure the design isn't
confusing.”

“I don't really do full colour studies,” Matt tells me, “but I use loosely shaded ones
which are good for working out where the light will fall and where the darker places
will be. That balance is important. It's also helpful to be able to show my clients these
shaded drawings, because some people find it difficult to visualise the finished tattoo
from a line drawing. I'm always happy to walk people through a design beforehand.
However, I tend to plan the colours themselves as I'm doing the tattoo. I start with the
colours that I know I want to be there, and as it goes on, I think about the balance of
other tones. I prefer using more subtle colours. I guess that's mainly because my
subject matter is nature-related – like flowers, animals and birds. But I like contrasting
those subtle tones with a burst of bright colour – say a red – to keep it bold.” 

We move on to talking about equipment.
“I like using coils for linework,” Matt tells
me. I've got quite a few Lucas Ford
machines. He's a great machine builder
and a really nice guy. And I like Dan
Kubins. I started using them when I was
at Jayne Doe, after Miss Becca
introduced me to them. I really like the
Sidewinder for outlines. It pushes needles
in really easily. I use it almost daily. I've
got one of the Mojoboxes which is still
packing in colour really nicely too.” I put
Matt on the spot by asking him which
machine he would save if the studio was
on fire, and he tells me it would have to
be the Dan Kubin machine engraved with
KA [for Kings Avenue] that Mike
Rubendall bought him for Christmas.
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So how has Matt's work changed through being at Kings
Avenue? “I've become more aware of what I'm doing
technically,” he tells me. “In England, I used to do pretty
much only the sorts of tattoos that I wanted to do –
because I'd built up a clientele who wanted my work.
When I moved here, I obviously didn't have that clientele,
so I was taking on different styles of tattooing that I hadn't
done for a while. I was watching everyone else work and
almost re-learning stuff that I used to do – for example
using different line weights when doing black and grey
and stuff like that, or different needles such as smooth
mags.” 

Matt has been tattooing for nine years now. He's still only
28 years old, but he tells me he's recently been thinking
more about his health, especially in relation to his work.
“I've started going to the gym, and I feel much healthier
than I did, say, five years ago when I was just sat down all
the time. I think that's going to help guard against common
issues such as back problems. It's the little things – both
physical and mental. I'd been getting a few symptoms, like
nausea and migraines, which I'd put down to stress – the
pressures of being in this job, and being in this city too. At
first, the fast pace of it all was quite a shock! Studios tend
to be open a lot later here, as does everything else. I work
from noon until 9pm. I really should to take a step back,
chill out, and take some time out for myself... but I’m still
trying to work out how to do that!”

I ask Matt whether he'd felt an increased pressure to excel
when he first moved to New York. “Definitely,” he replies.
“The first five or six months, I seriously doubted my own
ability and constantly questioned whether I was ‘good
enough’ to be here. Sitting next to someone like Chris
O’Donnell and trying to draw a sleeve is bound to make
you feel some pressure!”
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Matt's relocation hasn't been without its personal sacrifices
either. “I know this is where I want to be, and where I
need to be for my career, but I've got a big family back
home and it's not always easy just to book time off and
travel to England to see them. It's tough. They're super
supportive of me though. My Dad's been out here three
times. I can't keep him away. He even got tattooed here!
My Mum's been out here as well. It was great to show
them around and have them stay with me.”

Looking around the studio, it's easy to see why people
want to work here. The atmosphere is amazing, the walls
are awash with incredible art, and the place is managed
exceptionally well, so artists can get on with their designs
and their tattooing without worrying about the admin side
of things. “People are here because they want to be,” 
says Matt. “They enjoy their job, and they have fun while
they're doing it. I've never worked anywhere like it.”

Matt Adamson
Kings Avenue Manhattan
188 Bowery 2nd Floor
New York, New York, USA
Tel +1 212 431 5464
kingsavetattoonyc@gmail.com
www.kingsavetattoo.com
Instagram - @mattadamson
www.facebook.com/mattadamsontattoos



It’s no longer such a rare thing to see tattoos
represented in a museum display, or to find
tattoo-related art on show in a contemporary

gallery space. But this exhibition is an unusual treat.
Although modest in size, ‘Skin Digging’ is vast in
ambition. Its aim is to communicate a sense of the
female presence in western tattooing by highlighting
the sea change in attitudes that we’ve seen within
our traditionally male-dominated industry in recent
years – focusing specifically on the career of the
remarkable Jessie Knight (1904-1992), Britain’s first
prominent female tattoo artist. Come with us as we
show you round.

If you're a fan of Brutalist architecture, you'll enjoy the short walk through the
University of Essex campus to the Art Exchange gallery – along elevated concrete
walkways overlooked by those infamous dark tower blocks that acquired such notoriety
in the 1960s and 1970s and which are now celebrated as icons of the style's bold
ambition and cold, heavy beauty. And if the weather is anything like it was when we were
there, you'll be very glad to come into the welcoming warmth of the gallery space.

An exhibition at Art Exchange, University of Essex

Words by Jill • Photos by Perry
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As you enter the 'Skin Digging' exhibition,
your eye will be drawn to an absolutely
stunning piece of original art by Claudia de
Sabe (of Seven Doors Tattoo in London). It's
her Drawings of an Autumn Garden, which we
featured in last month's issue of Total Tattoo.
Here, beautifully displayed on the pristine
white gallery wall, is the complete goshuin-
format book – a continuous concertina-fold
scroll of finely executed chrysanthemum
studies that blend seamlessly from one setting
to the next, and from one colour scheme to
the next. You could easily spend an hour just
looking at this one gorgeous exhibit. Let
yourself sink slowly in, and more and more
delightful details will emerge.

Claudia's glorious Drawings of an Autumn
Garden, created only last year, sets up a
powerful dialogue with the pictures on the
opposite wall: Jessie Knight's vibrant paintings
and flash from three quarters of a century
ago. There is colour, passion and a wonderful
energy in all of these works, and they really do
seem to be in conversation with each other
across the exhibition space – and across time.
But how different are the contexts in which
they were produced!
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Claudia de Sabe represents the very best of
contemporary tattooing, a thriving industry in
which female artists are now working in every
genre and can achieve the same recognition,
status and earnings as their male
counterparts. Jessie Knight was a remarkable
woman who plied her trade at a time when
female tattooists – and female customers –
were much more of a rarity. In fact, as this
exhibition illustrates, the news media at the
time saw her as something of a curiosity. But
within the tattoo community she was
recognised as a skilled practitioner of her art.
Indeed, in 1955 her peers in the industry
awarded her second place in the 'Champion
Tattooist of All England' contest. (First place
was awarded to the legendary Les Skuse.) She
can rightly be described as the country's first
prominent female tattoo artist.

‘Skin Digging’ draws on the research interests
of art historian Dr Matt Lodder, who lectures
at the University of Essex and has written
many features on tattoo history for Total
Tattoo Magazine. (Matt also curated the
ground-breaking ‘TATTOO: British Tattoo Art
Revealed’ at the National Maritime Museum
Cornwall, and the NMMC has collaborated
with Art Exchange in presenting this current
show.) Much of the material on display here
comes from the amazing collection of Neil
Hopkin-Thomas, a relative of Jessie Knight's.
Miraculously, Neil acquired – and kept – an
astonishingly complete archive of Jessie's
tattoo life, including photographs, sketches,
paintings, flash, and all kinds of ephemera from
her studio. He was unaware of the immense
historical value of what he had in his
possession, and the collection only came to
light a few years ago (in part, due to the efforts
of Total Tattoo's James Sandercock). Only a tiny
fraction of it is on show here. It's utterly
unique. You won't see anything else like it.

There are examples of Jessie Knight's bright,
energetic tattoo designs (outstanding in their
day), together with memories of her unusual
upbringing in a family of circus performers,
some of her tattoo machines and pigments,
and a selection of fascinating pieces from her
own substantial historical collection, including
a huge turn-of-the-century banner of classic
hand-painted flash (shown right). Jessie’s sense
of humour is very much in evidence, not least
in her quirky handwritten shop signs and
poems – one of which gives the exhibition its
title:

I am a Tattoo Artist, as such I won some fame,
And I’ve certainly covered a lot of ground in the
old Skin Diggin’ game.
I’ve tattooed here, I’ve tattooed there, I’ve tattooed
nearly everywhere,
They call me this, they call me that,
They call me a vampire and a nasty cat,
But a Tattoo Artist I’ll always be,
If it’s good enough for others, then it’s good
enough for me.
That ole Skin Diggin’ gets my bread,
So I’ll go on Diggin’ till I’m dead.

Les Skuse.
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Running on a continuous loop is a film clip
showing Jessie Knight tattooing a group of
women in forces uniform (one of whom
receives a facial tattoo! – although it's only a
beauty spot). And bringing us full circle to the
present day, on the opposite wall of the gallery is
a short film that was produced for the 2016
‘Tattoo London’ exhibition at the Museum of
London, featuring day-in-the-life vignettes of four
of London’s top artists: Lal Hardy at New Wave
Tattoo, Mo Coppoletta at The Family Business,
Claudia de Sabe at Seven Doors, and Alex Binnie
who founded the legendary Into You.

‘Skin Digging’ cleverly encompasses two
distinct but inextricably linked topics: women
in tattooing, and the depiction of women in
tattoos. Almost without realising it, we take on
board the radical nature of Jessie Knight's
achievement (not least, in the way her art
made it possible for tattooed images of

women to have meaning for women too) and
we get a real appreciation of the contrast
between her male-dominated tattoo world
and the tattoo scene today, in which so many
of the profession's most highly regarded
artists (Claudia de Sabe, for example) just
happen to be female.

‘Skin Digging’ will have finished by the time this
issue of Total Tattoo goes on sale, but if you’d like
information about the exciting programme of
exhibitions, events and talks at Art Exchange,
check out www.artexchange.org.uk or contact
them on 01206 873184 or via
gallery@essex.ac.uk 
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Ihave gratefully received, read and reviewed
many books in my decade or so working for
Total Tattoo. This one is something really

special. Apart from being beautifully produced
and presented, it works on two different levels
which come together to create a must-have
volume for all those who love tattoo history. 
Firstly, it is a record of the beautiful tattoos that Felix and Loretta came across in the Middle
Atlas region of Morocco during a road trip in 1988. The illustrations of the Berber women who
wear these simple but elegant tattoos are incredibly soulful and have great dignity. They also
reflect the women’s feelings towards the Leus, this crazy hippy couple who strayed off the beaten
track and showed genuine interest and appreciation for their ways and traditions. It is sad but
probably true to say that, 30 years later, the women who recounted their stories are no longer
alive so, without Felix and Loretta’s documentations, their histories and tattoos could have been
lost.

Book review & interview with Loretta Leu: James Sandercock • Images courtesy of Seed Press • Drawings by Aia Leu

BERBER
TATTOOING
in MOROCCO’S MIDDLE ATLAS

JAMES SANDERCOCK IN CONVERSATION WITH LORETTA LEU
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The second part of the book is Felix and Loretta’s account of the way that they chose to live
their lives. The book is peppered with photos of them on their journeys and the people they
befriended along the way. There are also pages from their original notebooks which give it an
even more personal feeling. This is a valuable historical record of a family who have arguably
touched tattooing in a way that no other has and probably ever will. 

When you bring these two elements together, it is magical and you sense that something has
been kept alive through this book. You can feel the humanity and the genuine warmth within its
pages. Sadly Felix passed away in 2002 but I imagine he would be so happy to see what a very
special book we have with us today. Not long after receiving my copy I chatted with Loretta. It’s a
conversation of two parts. First, I wanted to find out more about her and Felix, their love of
travelling and how tattooing came into their lives. In the second part we talked about the book
and her feelings seeing it completed after 30 years.

As this book is about your journey,
can I start by asking what travelling
means to you?
Travelling is of major importance to human
beings, especially when you are young, in your
prime, without any ties. But yes, Felix and I did
it with kids as well. There are so many
different cultures you can experience; it
broadens your mind and, perhaps most
importantly, it opens you up to other human
beings. If you grow up in what we would
consider a civilised country and you don’t
ever go out into the world, you’re never going
to know that people are living very different
lives and that, despite our differences, there is
a connection between us all. The connection
we made with the Berber women we met in
Morocco was more than just tattoos. We
were from very different cultures but we
connected as human beings. We all feel the
same way inside, despite the world around us.
But it’s not just that, it’s also experiencing the
planet we live on and of course, as an artist all
the input is very inspiring. Go see the world!

Was that part of the bond that
brought you and Felix together?
When I was 20 I met this incredible person
who had all this energy, enthusiasm and
courage – and a desire for, and sense of,
adventure. I had already travelled a lot as a
child with my mother as she was an opera
singer. I’d lived in France, Italy, Australia and
eventually we ended up in America, where I
met Felix. It’s not that we ever really said it to
each other, it was just part of who we were,
but he did tell me very early in our
relationship that he liked adventure, exploring
the world and finding out what it was all
about, and if we did have kids that was not
going to change. They were going to live that
life also, and that is what we did. Eventually
things did have to change but when the
children [Filip, Ama, Aia and Ajja] were small
they travelled with us. 
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When did tattooing merge into that lifestyle?
Tattooing kind of saved our arses. We didn’t get into it until we were in our mid-thirties, in 1978.
Until then we had been struggling to maintain this lifestyle of freedom and travelling. We had
done all kinds of things with our art, whatever we could come up with. We never worked at a job
as such, we made our own way, sailing close to the wind. We had made some money selling some
embroideries in London that we had bought in India, and we bought a van. My mother was no
longer an opera singer and had a boutique there selling clothes she made. She was originally from
Zagreb in Croatia and would travel there to get antique textiles and other bits and bobs for her
shop. One day in 1977 she asked Felix to take her out there as she didn’t drive. A friend of ours
also agreed to go as a co-driver and he happened to have two traditional tattoos. They were in a
little village in Croatia and while my mother was off sorting out her stuff to buy, the boys were
hanging out in the back of the van making tea and playing music. It was hot and our friend Robbie
had on a vest so you could see his tattoos. Slowly all these young men started to gather around
the back of the van. They started pulling money out of their pockets, waving at Felix and Robbie
saying, ‘Tattoo, tattoo’. They obviously thought we were travelling tattooists and that’s really how
it started.

On the drive back to London, the light bulb went on over Felix’s head. At that point all the tattoo
work he saw was traditional – heavy lines, simple designs. As an artist, he immediately thought he
could do that or better; it was just a case of learning the technique. It was the perfect
combination and Felix saw that. We could do it almost anywhere in the world and the main thing
was that people wanted tattoos; you didn’t have to sell them; if they’re into it, they’ll come to
you. He said to himself, ‘This is perfect’ and he was right.

When he got back to London he looked up the tattooist Jock of King’s Cross. He went down to
see him and explained the situation. He told him he was never going to tattoo in England, he was
heading back to India with his family, and would Jock teach him the basics. They were completely
different: Jock was rough and ready, Felix was a total hippy artist, but they hit it off. Felix sat next
to Jock for several months, watching and taking notes, and he learned the basics. No money
changed hands. Felix painted the outside of Jock’s studio, designed him some t-shirts and a
business card.

With two rotary machines in his hands, Felix was as good as his word; the
Leus flew back to India and one of the great stories of modern electric
tattooing began. Fast forward to 1988. Felix and Loretta had had moved to
Lausanne in Switzerland with their children. The Leu Family’s Family Iron
tattoo shop was up and running. And now that Fillip and Aia were able to run
the business, Felix and Loretta decided to hit the road again. They took six
months off for a road trip with their youngest son Ajja. They travelled down
through Spain in their VW bus and eventually arrived in Morocco. They drove
through the country, camping out at night, but it was only on their way back
up through the Atlas Mountains that the story that is now ‘Berber Tattooing’
begins. I’ll let Loretta pick it up from here…

We started to see these women with really quite extensive tattooing on their faces, down their
necks, and on their arms, hands and calves. We asked around and one thing led to another. It
happened by coincidence really. We were not on a mission to document anything, but the Berber
tattoos we were seeing here were so unusual, far more extensive than anything we had seen
before. We decided that this was something worth documenting so we stayed in the area for
three weeks.

Loretta Leu and Aia Leu 2017
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Did it strike you as unusual that it
was only women who had the heavy
tattooing?
I have done a bit of reading on Berber
traditions and culture and all I can say for sure
is that it was important for the women to
have tattoos. It was tradition and if you did
not have them you were looked down upon.
The only male tattoos that we were saw were
on hands but we were not able to find out
why. 

When we asked them, most of the women
told us they got their tattoos just before their
wedding or just after. Sometimes the husband
paid for the tattoos. It was a bit of a grey area
when we tried to get to the ‘Why?’ We always
seemed to get different answers, and I go into
that in the book. Was it social pressure? Was it
just to look pretty? A few seemed to know
the magic meanings of these symbols. It was
hard to pinpoint with any accuracy as different
women said different things. Which is why the
illustrations in the book are purely
representations of the patterns we saw and
the things each individual told us. That way
people can make of it what they will. To me it
felt like something that was very ancient. 

We also thought that if these things were
magic or special, why would they tell us? We
were strangers who appeared out of
nowhere. But the symbols do repeat
themselves and they are the same symbols
you see in their carpets, so it seems to be
some sort of language. The weavers were also
women. The patterns will have been familiar to
the women tattooing them, but the meanings
could have been lost in time. 

The tattooers were also mostly women and
there wasn’t one in every village. Often there
would be two or three women waiting to be
tattooed. They would fetch the tattooer and
she might stay for a week or however long it
took. There would have been a feast and she
would be paid. Usually tattoos would be done
in one hit and then that particular woman
would be done with being tattooed. They did
not seem to collect tattoos as we do.

I can’t help drawing comparisons
between our tattoo culture and
theirs. Felix does say in the book he
thought the tattoos seemed like
jewellery. I wonder why some of the
women had more tattoos than
others?
I can’t really say why some had more than
others. Was it because they had more money?
Was it about status? Who made the decisions?
I don’t know, and now these are my words not
theirs. Also there is the pain thing. Just like
today, some people took it better than others. 

I found it very sad that Berber
tattooing seemed to have fallen out
of favour, and that these women’s
tattoos were looked down on. The
total opposite to when they were
tattooed! Did you feel a sense of
that?
A lot of the women who we spoke to were
quite old and had been told for years by the
young generation that tattoos were not good,
that they were primitive, tribal, ugly, you know
what I mean? It was considered a bad thing.
Then we came along. We were young and,
with the help of translators, we were able to
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tell them that in our culture a lot of young
people liked tattoos and it was older people
who didn’t like them so much. It wasn’t always
easy to converse freely, but I think it brought
them pleasure and some happiness to have
their tattoos admired again. It was obviously
something that they loved. They were old
women who’d had these tattoos most of their
lives. The tattoos were part of them and finally
somebody had come along and said they were
beautiful. I have done some research and there
are some young people trying to revive those
traditions but, with the cultural shift, I doubt it
will ever be a big thing in Morocco. Like most
people across the globe, they want a modern
life and tattooing does not represent that. 

When you were with the Berber
people, did anybody asked to be
tattooed by you?
We did have our little travelling tattoo kit with
us, which Felix had made with batteries so we
could tattoo without electricity, and I had a
few photos of our work in a book. In one of
the farming families we stayed with, two of the
young girls were very keen and we ended up
tattooing them. They were really interested
and we found that fascinating; they held their
arms out and were ready to go, but they
wanted something traditional not modern.
Felix did his version of a Berber design. 

Has seeing the book come to fruition
been emotional for you? It’s been a
long time in the making.
The original notes and the tracings all
happened in 1988 – so 30 years ago. I have no
excuses for this, except that life just got really
busy. Every now and then I would pull it all out
and try to figure out how to finish it. I had all
the material, I just needed to figure out how
to bring it together. But last year my daughter
Aia said, ‘Why don’t I help you and let’s get it
out there.’ She had already done all the
sketches (which are beautiful) from the tiny
original photos. She was only 18 when she did
them and Felix and I were blown away by the
great job she did. So she and I have been
working on it for the last year. Not only has
Aia done all the illustrations in the book, she
also put all the material together and
published it through her Seed Press. We asked
a friend, Joanna Kate Grant, to do the final
editing. This has been a very personal project
and I’m so happy with it. I feel Felix would
have been pleased, but probably annoyed that
it has taken me this long. 

It was a wonderful experience, and writing
about it over the last few months has brought
it all back. Those moments were so intense,
especially as there was no direct spoken
language, just touch and the way you looked at
each other. It’s hard to describe but the
connection was very strong. Perhaps it’s the
hippy/freak way. When you are together you’re
really together. You eat the same stuff, even if it
looks a bit strange; you sleep in the same
places; in those moments you are really…
together. 

What’s your hope for the book now
it’s completed?
When I came back from the trip in 1988 I
went to the university library in Lausanne to
find out anything I could about that region of
Morocco and its tattooing, but there was very
little at that time. So my hope is that, perhaps
50 years down the line, somebody is
researching Berber culture and tattooing and
comes across this book and finds it
interesting. That’s it really.  

Many thanks to Loretta for taking
the time to talk with Total Tattoo.

BERBER TATTOOING in
MOROCCO’S MIDDLE ATLAS
Authors: Felix & Loretta Leu
Illustrations: Aia Leu
Publisher: Seed Press 
Limited to 500 copies
Price £38.00/$50.00/€42.00
Available from: www.seedpress.ie

Felix Leu demonstrates machine tattooing
with a Berber inspired freehand design on
Loretta Leu’s leg

Loretta Leu with tattooist Aicha Bent
Hamadi outside Aicha's kitchen 1988
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Words by Dirk-Boris
Tattoo pictures courtesy of Tomasi Suluape
Studio and artist pictures by Felix Risch

Tattoo artist Tomasi was given the
unusual honour of being adopted
into the famous Samoan Suluape

tattoo family. He now works in Freiburg,
a university town in Germany's Black
Forest region. His studio may be ten
thousand miles away from the Pacific
island where his visually stunning tattoo
designs originated, but Tomasi always
offers his customers the true spirit of this
traditional Samoan art.
Is there such as thing as fate? Does destiny determine who we will
encounter on our path? For Tomasi Suluape, was it really just pure
chance that led him to a pub in Barcelona and the brief conversation
that was to change the entire course of his life? Even in his wildest
dreams, he couldn't have imagined what was going to happen. But that
was twenty years ago...
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Fast forward to the present, and here I am
arriving in Freiburg on a cold and wet winter's
day. I'm searching for Tomasi's studio. My
satnav has brought me into the heart of the
picturesque old town, with its small streets
and alleyways, cafés and art galleries, and
typically German half-timbered houses. A little
brook, with cute little wooden bridges, runs
through the middle of it all. But Tomasi's place
is nowhere to be seen. “You've got to go up
those stairs”, the owner of a tiny coffee shop
tells me. “Nobody can ever find it....” It's
obviously not the first time he's directed lost
travellers to Tomasi's studio. As soon as I reach
the top of the stairs and look through the

glass door, I can see Tiki figures and a
platform with straw matting. This must be it.

Tomasi welcomes me with a delicious hot
coffee, and as I thaw my frozen nose and
lips in the steam rising from the cup, he
starts to tell me his story.

“I wasn’t doing very well,” he begins. “Not
well at all. I was travelling in Colombia,
Venezuela... but it wasn’t a fun trip. It was
more of an escape. I'd been through some
traumatic experiences, and I did things
that I’m not proud of. Back then, I never
bothered to think about what I was doing,
and whether it was bad, or negative. There
were just things I had to do if I wanted to
survive to the next day.” Tomasi hints at
problems with his family – huge problems
– and by the way he speaks I can tell just
how desperate and hopeless his life must
have felt at the time.



But then, one day, his travels brought him to a
pub in the port area of Barcelona. Sitting in
the bar was a man who, Tomasi tells me, sent
out a special kind of energy. “We had a very
brief conversation – five minutes at most,”
Tomasi continues. “The man asked me how I
was; I said not so good, actually. That was an
understatement. My life was completely upside
down at that point. He must have seen or felt
that in some way. Anyway, he just said if I ever
came to New Zealand, he’d have something
for me. That was all.” That man was none
other than Paulo Suluape, the legendary
Samoan tattoo artist – although Tomasi didn't
know it at the time.

Now you might think that Tomasi's next move
would be to go straight to the airport and
board a plane for New Zealand, but that's not
quite what happened. His travels took him
elsewhere for the next couple of years. He
never forgot that brief encounter in Barcelona
though, and finally he decided to set off for
Auckland and find the guy with the special
energy. It felt like a calling. “I knew literally
nothing about him. All he'd told me was his
name, and that he was somehow involved in
tattooing – something I'd never had anything
to do with up to that point. So I just figured I'd
go from tattoo shop to tattoo shop and ask
for Paulo Suluape.”
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However, it wasn't that easy. The response was the same in every studio. Nobody would tell
him anything. Then eventually Tomasi found out that Paulo had recently died (shortly before
Tomasi's arrival in New Zealand in fact). But he persisted in his quest to find out more, and
eventually met Rob Krause, a good friend of Paulo's. Rob then introduced him to Paulo's
apprentices and also to his family. That was the point at which Tomasi finally learned who
Paulo Suluape really was, and he was desperately disappointed that the man who had left
such a deep impression on him in Barcelona had passed away – taking with him, in all
probability, the very thing that he had wanted to give to Tomasi. And Tomasi was sure he
would never find out what that was. But he was wrong. He was close to the answer. Much
closer than he thought...

“While I was in New Zealand, I decided to get tattooed. I got a Pe'a, the traditional Samoan
tattoo for men. I went through two weeks of hell for it!” he tells me. He then went back
home to Germany. “And my life changed. Not slowly, but instantly – overnight. I felt like with
this tattoo I had been given all the information I needed. At exactly the time in my life when I
needed it. That was it! That was what Paulo wanted to give me.”

Tomasi started painting, pretty much all day, every day – something he hadn't done since he
broke away from his family. The tattoo patterns, and the connection to Paulo's family, seemed
to be giving him endless inspiration. And it wasn't long before he started tattooing those
same designs in a studio in Germany.
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Some time later, when Tomasi visited Paulo's
brother Aleiva’a in Samoa, Aleiva’a told him
that he could really only be permitted to
tattoo those designs if he was a family
member – which of course he wasn’t. So they
would adopt him. “My sisters like you. My kids
like you. The cats and dogs like you. So we’re
going to adopt you!” was what Aleiva’a told
him. It's almost impossible to comprehend
what that must have meant to a man who had
completely broken with his biological family.
“This feeling of having a family... I’d never had
that before,” Tomasi tells me, “but it took me
some time to adjust to what 'family' really
meant in Samoa.”

Tattooing wasn't the only thing Tomasi had to
learn in his Samoan apprenticeship. “It was also
about how to behave in society. I had to learn
how to speak to my brothers, how to address
my father...” Completely new territory for this
young man from Germany, but essential if he
was going to understand the Samoan tradition
of tattooing, which is not just about the
individual, but also about the individual's
relationships. I asked Tomasi if the precise
structures and patterns of Samoan tattoos are
symbolic representations of the connections
and order within a family? “Yes, they are,” says
Tomasi. “A person's behaviour towards
society, towards nature and towards their
family – all of this is reflected in a Samoan
tattoo.” But it goes beyond that. “I don’t want
to sound too esoteric,” Tomasi continues, “but
I think it’s kind of self-evident that if you’re
doing something your whole life, with a very
specific intention, then you're going to be
exuding a certain kind of energy. And that
energy is going to be passed into the body
that you’re tattooing. And if a family does this
for three thousand years, and hands the
knowledge down through the generations,
then a very strong energy is going to build up
over that time.”
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So there’s more to Samoan tattooing than
meets the eye.  “You know what was truly
amazing?” says Tomasi (and I think to myself,
“As if this whole story wasn't amazing enough
already?”) “When I came back to Germany
and began tattooing, it just went on exactly
like it did in Samoa. I started having the same
deep connection to my customers as I'd had
in Samoa.”

“So often it’s about family. A son comes to my
shop, tells me he and his dad have got
problems... then the next thing I know, the
father shows up and gets tattooed as well... then
the mother, and the brothers and sisters...” This
is truly fascinating. Tattooing as family therapy, as
a way for people to re-connect, or improve
their relationships. But how can European
customers ever comprehend all the complex
facets of this traditional Samoan art? “The
meanings of the patterns that I put into the
tattoo, they work as a kind of self-reflection. I
tell the customer all about the patterns and
then it’s up to them what they do with the
information. They can keep it to themselves, or
tell someone about it. It's up to them.”
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“So,” I ask Tomasi, “what about the guy who
just wants to have a nice pattern on his upper
arm because it looks cool? I guess he's
probably not your preferred type of
customer?” “Oh, why not?” replies Tomasi.
“That's only the first contact. The interest has
to start somewhere. If I feel someone really
doesn't yet understand what he’s about to
receive with this kind of tattoo, I’ll say that I'm
very happy he came to see me, but suggest
that he thinks about it and then maybe comes
back in a couple of months. Not because I
don’t want to give him a tattoo, but because I
want him to make the best use of it.”

I suddenly realise that in this interview we're
talking about things like tradition, energy,
family, society... and certainly not the topics I
usually discuss with tattoo artists, such as
techniques, designs or machines. It seems to
me that traditional Samoan tattooing is rather
like an iceberg; what's visible on the skin is
only the very tip. “I think you nailed it,” says
Tomasi. “In Samoa, it’s not so important for a
line in a tattoo to be one hundred percent
straight. What matters is that it’s there.”
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But speaking of tradition, don’t Samoans have a problem with
westerners using the traditional designs of their culture? “Paulo
himself was very revolutionary in this respect,” explains Tomasi. “He
had no problem tattooing people from Europe or America. His
reasoning was very simple. He said, ‘We do this for family. And
everybody has a family; everybody all over the world. I can give this to
anyone who has a family.’ His brothers accepted that idea and
respected it even after he passed away.”

Tomasi has come a long way since meeting Paulo Suluape in that pub
in Barcelona. Not only does he tattoo, but he also designs Samoan
patterns for Harleys and luxury yachts. He has even created a range
of limited edition leather jackets, which he markets under his own
label Sulumasi. He answers the obvious question before I've even
asked it: “It doesn't matter where I apply these patterns – whether it's
on a person's skin or a manufactured object – because it’s the
meaning that matters!”

Tomasi Suluape
Tatau Samoa
Gerberau 17
79098 Freiburg im Breisgau
Germany
Tel +49 (0) 176 70298972
facebook.com/tomasisuluape
www.tatau-samoa.com/
www.sulumasi.com/
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How would you describe your overall
style?
Hmm... It's hard to put into words. I just love
style and fashion, and I love to mix my
decades. I always say I’m a 'doowophippie.'
Old or new, in or out, I don't care. If I like it,
I’m wearing it.

What are you passionate about in life?
I’m really passionate about art. I paint. It’s a
big part of my life and who I am. I do a lot of
abstracts, based on my emotions. Art makes
you feel things. When I started to paint, it
changed me for ever.   

What do you like about modelling?
I love the fact that you can tell a story without
using words. You can say a million things
with just one photo – and you can make
someone feel a million things too. 

Which models inspire you?
I’m inspired by different generations of
models – starting with Cindy Crawford, Kate
Moss, Tyra Banks... Then there's Bernadette
Macias, and all that she has done in the
tattooed/alternative modelling world... and
Polly Ellens with all of her mad creativity and
rawness. 

Do you have any advice for new models
trying to break into the industry?
Just remember to enjoy it – but also
remember that it’s hard work. So keep at it,
follow your instincts, and ALWAYS know
your worth.

Do you have another job besides
modelling?  
Yes, I'm a professional hairstylist, which
(luckily) means I'm pretty free to express
myself with my tattoos and clothing.

When did you decide that you wanted to be
heavily tattooed?
It was through my art. I'd always had an
interest in tattoos, but when I was a teen I
really got into painting and it was the idea of
being able to carry art around on my body
that got me into tattoos. I just thought, “Wow,
that's beautiful.” 

What was your first tattoo and how do you
feel about it now?
My first tattoo was the Christmas after my
18th birthday. I paid for my mom, myself and
my sisters to all get matching ladybugs on our
feet. I absolutely don’t regret it, but I am
getting it re-worked after all these years.

Is your family supportive of your heavy
tattoo coverage?
My family knows I’m pretty out there and
very much myself when it comes to my
tattoos and my style. So I think they just
embrace it and love me for who I am. My
mom is SO not a tattoo person, but she
completely appreciates the art of it and I think
that’s amazing.

And your young daughter? How will you
feel if she wants tattoos when she's older?
My daughter is one year old and she's rad! I
have so many tattoos myself I would be crazy
to say no to her getting them. I just hope she's
smart and waits for the appropriate time – and
does things that are tasteful and true to
herself. 

Do you have a theme to your tattoos?
No, not as such, but I do have a lot of
traditional work. I’m really attracted by the
lines and colours of traditional tattoo style. 

Of the artists who have tattooed you, do
you have a favourite?
No particular favourite. They all have their
own style. My most recent tattoos were done
by Billy Oz Johnson in Bakersfield,
California. His line work blows my mind! I
see myself as an art collector, and I want to
continue to get work by artists who inspire
me. It's all about the story I'm trying to tell
through my tattoos. 

Do you design your own tattoos or do you
rely more on your artist?
It's definitely a collaboration – but I do like to
let the artist be an artist and stay true to their
style.

What was your most painful tattoo?
The most painful were the small tattoos on
the insides of my fingers. 

Any plans for more ink in the future?
My next tattoo will be about motherhood.
And I’m sure my daughter and I will one day
get tattooed together!

Tell us what else is in the pipeline...
My focus is on being a good mom and
making more rad art. I have a new blog
coming out this year. I’ll be talking about life,
tattoos, fashion and more. Be sure to check
that out! You can always find updates on what
I’m doing on Instagram, @doowophippie

Interview and Photo: Jenna Kraczek
Make-up: Victor Gonzalez-Baltazar

This month's cover model is Loulou Noel, 
who loves telling stories through her tattoos
and her modelling. She has a one year old
daughter, and looks forward to the day 
when they can get tattooed together!
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GALLERY
Please send gallery submissions to 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk.  NR7 0AU.
Email pictures to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk images need to be 300 resolution

luca braidotti (italy) hoshmoo, inksmiths of london

koji yamaguchi, oink farm (italy)

francieli, angelic hell

whitfield, nr studios exeter
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federica stefanello, 
la malafede tattoo 

(italy)

jack cordwell, 
black kraken tattoo co

clara sinclair, jolie rouge tattooluke stubbs, skin kandi
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sam rivers, curiosities tattoo studio

rishabh, immortal tattoos (india)
jim longhurst, true ‘til death

sami pickett, true love tattoos
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russ abbott,
ink and dagger tattoo (usa)

kevin reid, 
aberdeen tattoo collective

nina musson, the ink station kirsty simpson, dead slow
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tofi, ink-ognito tattoo (poland)

randy engelhard, 
heaven of colours (germany)

sean duffy, skin kandi jessi james, the crow quill
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max rathbone, second city 

josh bodwell (usa) reece mortiboys, medusa ink

ana mijovic, happy sailor
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anrijs straume, bold as brass joe farrell, 
kilburn original

bryn holman mark jelliman, moth and flame
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nick lovene, new wave tattoo alice totemica, on the roadfederica stefanello, la mala fede (spain)

whitfield tattoos, nr studios exeter

ash boss, 
crown of thorns
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callum berry, 
aberdeen tattoo collective

rob, the crow quil

christopher kenyon,
true ‘til death

mike boyd, the circle
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Based in beautiful Sicily, artist
Alessandro Florio has been
tattooing for ten years now.

His disturbingly enigmatic imagery
springs directly from his
subconscious, and he executes both
his paintings and tattoos with great
panache...  

Interview by Total Tattoo
Pictures courtesy of Alessandro Florio
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Where do you live and work?
I have a tattoo shop in Giardini Naxos, a resort with a
sandy beach stretching around a wide bay on the coast of
Sicily. I live in Taormina, on the mountainside above.
Taormina is a picturesque town whose magic has inspired
many artists and poets over the years.

Why do you love tattooing?
For me, tattooing is an artform that has real charisma.
When I first encountered it, I was completely blown away! 

What set you on your path?
It all came about by chance really. I met up with my great
friend, the tattoo artist Eo Serra, after being out of touch
for several years. He gave me the shake-up I needed.
That's what fuelled me with the desire to tattoo to the very
best of my ability.

Tell us how your designs come about.
There's always some kind of starting point – an initial idea
or concept – but during the execution of the tattoo it
grows into something utterly unique. I just let my emotions
take control. My art comes from the subconscious. I could
start with just a simple line, or even an area of shading,
and something interesting would grow from that.
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Your work makes me think of the art produced by the Dada movement... 
Yes. It was thanks to that revolutionary movement – all those years ago – that artists
and poets at last had the freedom to express their ideas and concepts in a surreal
way. There's a lot of that ethos in my work.

So yours is a very intuitive way of working?
Yes. When you're not hampered by thinking too much (especially about the technical
aspects) it's easier to see the true essence of your ideas. I am completely self-taught. I
am guided only by primordial instinct.

Where does your inspiration come from?
I can get inspiration from almost anything! It could be a man-made object, a flower or
an animal... anything, as long as it gives me the opportunity to express myself in an
original way. I don't want to risk my art being the same as anybody else's.
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And what do you think distinguishes your
work from that of other tattooists working in
similar styles?
That's impossible to answer. It's just something about
the visual impact of the finished tattoo. The same
applies to any artist.

Can you explain what you try to achieve with
your designs?
The idea of transmitting a concept through a picture
fascinates me. My hope is that, through my tattoos, 
I can successfully communicate my ideas to people.

Who do you have in mind when you create
your designs? Do you create them for your
customers? Or are they primarily for you?
I know this sounds selfish, but I have to admit that I
create them entirely for me! It's the same with
everything I do – my paintings as well. For me,
painting is a continuation of what I express in my
tattoos.
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Why do you tattoo only in black, but use
colour in your paintings?
In my tattoos, black ink gives me the result I'm looking
for. It inspires me to achieve the best possible execution
of my designs. But in my paintings, it feels natural to
use colour. And I guess the colour counterbalances the
black.

You use different techniques within your
tattoos...
Yes. I generally prefer to work with dots, but lately I've
been employing more solid areas and thicker lines.

Your art certainly isn't conventionally beautiful
or 'pretty'. Is this deliberate?
Absolutely yes! But it's not heartless. Anything that
doesn't contain any emotions doesn't mean anything to
me.
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What is your favourite
subject matter?
Anatomy... animals... the struggles
and romance of life...

In your tattoos, there is a
recurring image of a falling
man. What does this
symbolise?
The figure is known as 'Il
Seguace', which means 'The
Follower' or 'The Disciple'. It
represents a man in difficulty. I
first used the image in response to
a specific customer request – it
was just a chance thing – but then
I took it and developed it further.

Have you used any other recurring
symbols in your designs?
In the past, I was greatly inspired by
alchemy and alchemical symbols. But
that imagery was far too complicated so
I don't use it any more.

If you could exhibit your paintings
alongside those of any other artist
(living or dead), who would you
choose?
Definitely Picasso – but also Hieronymus
Bosch, because his art is so similar to
what I have in my own mind.

Would you rather be recognised
as a tattooist or as a painter?
Just to be recognised would be enough!
But if I had to make a choice, it would be
painting. However, having said that, for
me tattooing and painting were born
together and walk together along the
same path.

Puto Amor Tattoo
Via Dalmazia 8, Giardini Naxos,
Messina, Sicily
Tel +39 (0) 942571137
www.putoamortattoo.com
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AUSTRALIAN TATTOO EXPO

MELBOURNE
Words by Total Tattoo reporting team • Pictures courtesy of Australian Tattoo Events

The Australian Tattoo Expo press release said there would be more ink
here than at an international octopus conference... and we have to say,
we think they were probably right!

This three day event took place in December (the height of summer Down Under) at
Melbourne's Convention and Exhibition Centre. It certainly lived up to its billing as a
massively exciting weekend of tattoos and entertainment. More than 300 tattooists were
there. Featured artists included hyper-realism star Ben Kaye of Ship Shape Tattoo in New
Zealand, globally renowned Deborah Cherrys of La Mujer Barbuda in Spain, local neo-
traditional legend Matt Curzon, and black and grey exponent Chris Showstopper. Artists
came from far and wide, and pretty much the whole gamut of tattoo genres was on view.
Traditional, neo-traditional, realism, black and grey, dotwork, geometric, tribal, script,
Japanese, new school, watercolour, plus of course the latest avant garde and minimalist
styles... you name it, it was there. Even cosmetic tattooing was represented at the show.

The Expo highlight was the final round of the 2017 Australian Tattoo Series. Competing
artists had been battling it out all year, accumulating points in the previous four rounds and
hoping to win the Eternal Ink sponsorship, the feature in Inked Magazine and the A$10,000
prize money that was on offer. The overall winner was Khalil Aitken (@youngbloodstattoo).

But that wasn't the only competition of course. There were daily tattoo contests, plus the
'Girls of Ink' Melbourne heat and national final (for tattooed models), and the hugely
popular Australian Pin-Up Pageant for those of a vintage persuasion. And in addition to the
huge range of quality tattooing on display, there was also a demonstration of “how not do
it” in the 'Shittest Tattoo' competition. Participants were invited to come along and show
off all that ink that had seemed like a good idea at the time, with the thought that they
might as well get a laugh (and maybe a prize) out of any bad tattoos that they now regret.

Spectacular aerial and pyrotechnic entertainment was provided by the Fuel Girls (hot from
their latest tour, melting their way all across Australia). Their high-octane performance drew
a big crowd as always, and they were just one part of the Expo's jam-packed schedule!

If you fancy a long haul trip, why not take a look at the upcoming programme of Australian
tattoo events and maybe plan the holiday of a lifetime?

1.   matt curzon working 
2.   kristian kimonides (australia)
3.   chris showstopper, monarch 
     tattoo studio (australia)
4.   benji rocketlauncha (australia)
5.   jackson may (australia)
6.   wes harrison, black wren tattoo (australia)
7.   sandit tattoo
8.   lauren such, the whiskey barrel 
     tattoo parlour (australia)

5.

6.

7. 8.
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9. 10.

11.

12. 13. 14.
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9.   nikola sijacki, nicko tattoo art 
      (australia)
10. cleen rock one, golden skull (usa)
11. ben kaye, ship shape 
      (new zealand)
12. debora cherrys, 
      la mujer barbuda (spain)
13. jake danielson, empire (australia)
14. thomas vandersluys, 
      berserk tattoos (australia)

15. khail aitken youngbloods tattoo 
      studio (australia)
16. james strickland (usa)
17. debora cherrys, 
     la mujer barbuda (spain)
18. artist unknown
19. mr ping pong, hibernia tattoo
     (australia)
20. elric gordon, 
     empire melbourne (australia)

15. 16. 17.

18.

19. 20.
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ERIK PELZ
The Art of Hunting with Birds

Words by Dirk-Boris 
Photos by Martina Wörz

Erik Pelz is an expert falconer. He also happens to have
some very impressive ink. An irresistible combination
that meant we just had to interview him for Total

Tattoo Magazine. We met at the medieval Monastery of
Lorch, a popular tourist destination in southern Germany
where Erik and his father run the Staufer Falconry – giving
displays for visitors and offering courses and workshops for
people who are interested in experiencing what it feels like
to work with these beautiful birds.
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The four of us – Erik, his father Gunter, our
photographer Martina, and me – sit down
together in the monastery café.  The first thing
I notice is that Erik has acquired some facial
tattoos that weren't there in the photos I'd
seen on his Facebook profile. “Yes, I only had
them done a few weeks ago,” he tells me. “I'm
really happy with them, but my father doesn’t
like them at all.” I ask Gunter how he felt
when Erik first started getting tattooed. “Oh,
you know, Erik didn't have to get my
permission,” he says. “I'm not that kind of
father.” Erik smiles and adds, “...and I wouldn't
have asked for it anyway. I’m not that kind of
son!” “When he was younger, he was the punk
with the biggest mohawk in town,” explains
Gunter. It’s pretty obvious from the outset
that this father and son duo are a very special
team indeed.

Before we talk tattoos, I want to find out
more about the birds of prey – the falcons,
eagles, buzzards and owls with which Erik and
Gunter spend their working lives. “Why don't
they fly away?” is what I want to know. Every
field of activity has its standard rookie
question (in tattooing, I guess it would be
“Does it hurt?”) and this is obviously the thing
everyone who's new to falconry always asks.
But Erik answers patiently. “Birds of prey are
very pragmatic and need to be efficient in
everything they do,” he explains. “Out in the
wild they have to hunt, which takes up a lot of

energy. Here with us, it’s much easier for them
to get food. So that’s why they stay.” He goes
on to say that he believes the idea of these
birds enjoying their freedom outside the
falconry's mews (the special name given to the
birds’ accommodation) is only our human way
of thinking. “They mainly fly for hunting, and if
they don’t need to do that, if they don’t need
to use up their energy in that way, they prefer
not to.” He tells me that out in the wild only
one in three chicks will survive their first year;
the rest will die, mainly because they can’t
manage to find enough food. So it seems that
the birds at the Monastery of Lorch have an
easy life with Erik and Gunter.

Gunter started working with birds at the
tender age of eight. “How did that happen?”
Martina wants to know. “Well, I saw a
wonderful picture of a man hunting with a
falcon,” Gunter recalls, “and I said to my father
(Erik's grandfather), 'I want to do that too!' He
just said, 'OK, then I'll help you.'” “Falconry, as
a way of hunting, is known to have existed for
thousands of years,” adds Erik, “but hunting's
not really what we do here. We do flight
shows for visitors and we offer courses,
seminars and workshops for people who are
interested in learning how to work with these
birds, and experiencing what it feels like.”

But why falcons? Is it possible to hunt with
other birds as well? “Sure, there are other

birds of prey that can be used for hunting
too,” Erik replies. “Falconry is just the
generic term. In the Middle Ages falcons
were seen as the most noble kind of
hunting bird and were reserved solely for
the use of kings and emperors. Lower
ranks of noblemen were allowed to hunt
with other birds such as buzzards or
hawks.” And apparently noblewomen were
allowed to hunt with birds too, but only
with the small bird of prey known as the
hobby (and yes, that’s thought to be where
our word 'hobby' – meaning a pastime
rather than a serious occupation – comes
from!)
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We leave the café, and Gunter and Erik take us to the area where they do their flight
displays. We put on gloves made of really thick leather, and we're given some pieces of
raw chicken to hold. Erik's assistant Vivian then releases a buzzard... and from fifty
metres away, this majestic bird spreads its wings, flies right towards me, swipes its
claws at my leather glove and grabs the chicken from my hand! I’m totally electrified.
I’ve got goosebumps from my head to my toes! Patiently, the bird then sits on my
hand while I watch it, mesmerised by its beauty. Then Vivian lures it back with another
piece of meat and it flies off my wrist. I’m still stunned by this experience when Erik
puts a gorgeous snowy owl on my hand that obviously enjoys being petted. I feel like
Harry Potter! Martina feels the same. We are both awestruck by the experience and
completely enamoured of these wonderful creatures. 

I ask what makes falcons more 'noble' than
other birds of prey. “The falcon's flight is much
more spectacular than that of other birds,”
Erik explains. “You have to remember, the bird
hunt in the Middle Ages wasn't really anything
to do with getting food – it was far too
inefficient for that and there were better ways
of hunting to fill the cauldrons – no, the
purpose of falconry was entertainment. You
did it to impress your guests. In fact a bird's
flight is often more spectacular when it doesn’t
catch its prey. That's when it performs to the
maximum. And the short flight of a hawk
catching a rabbit isn’t an impressive show.”
Gunter interrupts at this point. “Come on, we
could talk for hours... Let's go and experience
it for real! Then you'll understand what it's 
all about.”
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Seeing how closely Erik needs to interact with
visitors – who sometimes number up to two
hundred at his shows – I ask him how they react
to the tattoos on his face and hands. “I haven't had
any negative experiences so far,” he replies, “but of
course I can’t see inside their heads. Occasionally I
hear someone mumble a comment, and groups of
older visitors do understandably make remarks –
and of course any tattooed guys in the audience
often come and talk to me about my ink – but
because my job is so extraordinary, I think I can
invoke the ‘jester’s privilege’ in how I look!” Erik
goes on to explain that the problem with tattoos
and falconry isn't the reactions of the visitors... it's
the birds themselves. “Whether or not you’re
wearing gloves, you're always going to get minor
cuts, scratches and bites from their claws and
beaks. It happens almost every day. There's already
quite a bit of damage to the tattoos on my
forearms...”

EMPEROR FRIEDRICH II 
AND FALCONRY
In Germany in the Middle Ages, falconry
held a special fascination for Emperor
Friedrich II. In fact he wrote one of the
most famous books on the subject. Its
Latin title, De Arte Venandi Cum Avibus,
translates as 'The Art of Hunting with
Birds'. He began writing it in 1241, just a
few years before his death. It's a
remarkable book that is still seen as
relevant today, and many people regard it
as the first piece of scholarly writing on
animal behaviour. In addition to writing
about the birds themselves, Friedrich also
describes the personal qualities that make
for a successful falconer.

Emperor Friedrich II was one of a line of
German kings known as the Staufer
dynasty, who ruled in the 12th and 13th
centuries. The Monastery of Lorch in
Baden-Württemberg was founded in 1102
by his father, Friedrich I, and that's why it's
often referred to as the 'Staufer
Monastery' (and hence the Staufer
Falconry).

For the monastery's 900th anniversary in
2002, local artist Hans Kloss was
commissioned to create an enormous
circular painting to be displayed in the
chapter house. 30m long and 4.5m tall, it

tells the story of the Staufer dynasty (from
1102 to 1268) and was funded in part by
donations from the residents of Lorch,
many of whom appear as historical
characters in the painting! It includes a
depiction of Friedrich II holding a falcon, in
conversation with St Francis of Assisi, who
is holding a dove of peace. (St Francis is
said to have spoken the language of the
birds.)

EARLY HISTORY
OF FALCONRY
Falconry originated around 2000 BCE on the
Eurasian Steppe. There is early evidence of its
development in Mongolia and Mesopotamia,
and there are ancient records from China and
Japan too. It is thought that migrating tribes
brought falconry to Europe around 400 CE. 
A poem written just after the Battle of Maldon
(991 CE) describes how the Anglo Saxon
leader Byrhtnoth, who was killed in the battle,
"let his tame hawk fly from his hand into the
forest" just before the fighting started.
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For his spectacular back tattoo – which of
course shows a falcon – Erik chose Luke
Atkinson, currently working at Checker
Demon Tattoos in Stuttgart. “I specifically
wanted him to do it, and I had to wait a long
time,” he tells me. “But I do have tattoos from
other artists as well.” Erik prefers the more
traditional styles such as old school, tribal or
Japanese. “I’m not fond of modern styles like
realistic. At the moment, I often go to Electric
Circus Classic Tattooing in Mannheim. I go with
my fiancée. She gets tattooed by Clemens
Hahn while I get tattooed by Erkan Keser.”
Despite the bitingly cold weather, Erik is very
uncomplaining as he poses for Martina to take
pictures of his tattoos while he's holding an
eagle, a falcon, a hawk, an owl... “I guess you
don’t generally work with the birds in winter?”
I ask. “We don’t do the flight displays,” Erik tells
me, “but we still do the workshops and
seminars. The birds don’t care if it’s winter or
summer. They need to be looked after, just the
same.”

Martina makes a reservation for Erik's next
workshop right away. She is completely
enchanted by these birds. The workshops are a
great opportunity to experience them at close
quarters with expert professional guidance,
and you can choose between short taster
sessions or longer courses of one or two days’
duration. There are even special events just for
kids. And of course Erik is always happy to
answer questions about his tattoos while
you're there!

www.stauferfalknerei.de
info@stauferfalknerei
Contact via:
Tourist Office Kloster Lorch
(Monastery of Lorch)
Klosterstrasse 2, 73547 Lorch,
Germany
Tel +49 (0) 7172 928497
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PORTFOLIO Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UK

INKY JOE
FIVE KEYS TATTOO STUDIO
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We first came across Justin and the Argonauts when
they were playing at the Norwich Body Art
Festival last summer. Their fantastic combination

of Roma funk, classical, Balkan and klezmer-influenced folk
music (interspersed with delicate renditions of modern
popular classics such as The Cure's Love Cats and Britney
Spears' Hit Me Baby One More Time – yes, really!) instantly
struck a chord. Then when we found out that Justin is a big
tattoo fan, and has even done a bit of tattooing himself in the
dim and distant past... well, we just had to have a chat.
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Tell us a bit about you and the band.
I started playing the violin and piano when
I was four years old. I grew up in a very
isolated backwater on the Norfolk Fens,
and my childhood was mostly spent
shooting, playing the violin, fighting, and
having a go on the older boys' motorbikes.
At 16 I joined the Army and became a
violinist and trumpet player in the Band of
the Grenadier Guards. I understudied Band
Sergeant Major Alan Branstone for a while
and learnt the fundamentals of conducting
and running an ensemble. Then at the age
of 22 I took over as Orchestral Leader and I
did that until I left twelve years later.

That must have been an interesting job?
Yes, it was. We performed at all sorts of
major state functions and royal occasions,
including investitures at Buckingham
Palace, and we played for visiting kings
and queens and other heads of state, plus
many, many dignitaries and influential
people. Lech Walesa, Bill Clinton... I could
name-drop all day. The highlight for me
was playing for Nelson Mandela when he
visited the UK in 1996. To say that was a
huge privilege doesn't even come close.

Interview by Total Tattoo 
Pictures courtesy of Justin and the Argonauts
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And did you do other musical stuff too?
Yes, I did a lot of gigs outside the military work. I ran a couple of tango ensembles and string
quartets, and played in symphony orchestras and dance bands. I also played a lot of Colombian
salsa (a long story) and a fair amount of jazz. And I've done a lot of session work. As well as
being a performer, my passion is musical theory and harmony – the nuts and bolts of how music
is constructed – and I'm also an arranger. I love to arrange for any ensemble, but I particularly
enjoy unusual combinations of instruments... which is of course where the Argonauts come in.
We're a four-piece ensemble comprising violin, accordion, guitar and tuba.

How did the Argonauts come together?
I'd been looking for players for this line-up for about three years. Then suddenly, within the space
of about three weeks, everyone just turned up. I accosted Calvin (guitar and vocals) in our local
high street; I mugged Alket (accordion) in a music shop in Canterbury; and I met Tom (tuba)
through a mutual friend. We've been together since August 2014. At the time, I was living on a
tugboat on the River Medway (it was out on the water, about 250m from the bank) and that's
where we rehearsed. Twice a week, I'd pick the chaps up from Rochester pier in my launch and
we'd motor downriver and clamber aboard with accordions and tubas bouncing around...

Tell us about your musical style.
OK, we get asked this question a lot. Every
piece of music we play has its own inherent
value, which will dictate how we interpret it. I
know that sounds a bit poncy, but it's true. We
play everything from fifteenth century Spanish
Sephardic songs to Oasis (combined with
Pachelbel's Canon), to Shostakovich and
Debussy, to Metallica and Britney Spears. The
closest I can get to a definition is 'We will play
music from any country and any century.'

What are your main musical influences?
I'm heavily influenced by Bach, but then again
all western musicians are, whether they know
it or not. Scott Joplin is also a hero of mine.
He is arguably the father of twentieth century
popular music. Born into a family of African
American slaves, he overcame unfathomable
difficulties and became the first composer
successfully to combine western classical and
folk music with African harmonies and
rhythmic structures. Without Joplin, we'd have
no Beatles, Stones, Motörhead, Glenn Miller
or Duke Ellington. He doesn't get the credit he
deserves, which probably reflects the inherent
racism that still exists in the arts. I have to
mention System of a Down too. No other band
is as good at combining Armenian folk and
rock music! And RATM, just because they are.
Then there's Ravel, the greatest arranger who
ever lived (just listen to his arrangement of
Mussorgsky's Great Gate of Kiev).  And
drummer Ginger Baker of Cream. If you want
to know how to use rhythm in place of
harmony, he's the governor. But for perfection,
it's Mozart. Operas like The Magic Flute were
not written for the self-appointed artistic elite.
They were for the entertainment of the people.
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You specialise in arrangements and covers...
Yes. Actually this is what we do best. We are
all arrangers in the Argonauts. On our third
album (due for imminent release as we speak)
Tom has done a cracking, and very sympa-
thetic, arrangement of Debussy's Girl with the
Flaxen Hair. Calvin's an old metal head, and
he's done an arrangement of Metallica's Mas-
ter of Puppets in... wait for it... swing style, in-
corporating Duke Ellington's Caravan. And
Alket has written a fast-paced piece called Al-
banian Dance. I arranged the title track, Entry
of the Gladiators.

Everyone contributes something different to
the band!
Yes, most of our work is a combination of
input from all members. Everyone is fluent in
musical theory, harmony and composition. We
have diverse musical backgrounds, and we're
all a bit strange in our different ways, so we
come up with unusual methods of working.
Alket draws on his incredibly rich Albanian
musical roots – with European and Middle
Eastern influences – and the accordion is the
heart of the band.

You always seem to have fun on stage, and
your music has a lot of humour in it. Do you

think some musicians take themselves too
seriously?
Yes they do. They forget that being a musician
is just a trade, like being a carpenter or a
cleaner. We're not saving lives or doing
anything heroic. We're prancing around on a
stage for a couple of hours. I believe that
humour is the best safeguard against
pomposity. We take the music very seriously
of course, but not ourselves. There's nothing
that loses an audience more quickly than
someone on stage who thinks they're the most
important person in the room. It's the audience
who take precedence. Our job is to entertain
and serve our audience.

As an ensemble, what challenges do you
face?
We certainly don't have any friction when it
comes to artistic differences. We bring very
different approaches and it's this that produces
and defines our sound. It's our strength as an
ensemble. I'd say the challenges are the usual
ones faced by most musicians. Making a living
as a performer requires a lot of work that isn't
playing an instrument – the admin, bookings,
instrument maintenance, arrangements,
research, and so on – and you need to
understand and observe protocol and industry

norms when it comes to maintaining ongoing
relationships with other pros, bookers, venues,
theatre managers, studios, etc. Most
importantly of all, you need to be diligent in
communicating with your audience. They're
the people who make it possible for us to do
what we do.

What is your dream gig? Playing to a big
crowd, or something more intimate?
My dream gig would be at Wilton’s Music
Hall in London's East End. I love the music
hall tradition of high quality entertainment
transcending class and economic boundaries.
For me, it's never about audience size or
numbers. I've played concerts with
ridiculously large crowds, and in fact they're
far less intimidating than small gigs because
the relationship between the performers and
the audience is more remote. You feel much
more accountable when you can smell the
audience's breath! If one person is gracious
enough to pay us the compliment of listening,
then all that matters is that we work our
hardest to repay that compliment by playing as
well as we can. It really doesn't matter if there
are two people in front of us, or two thousand,
or twenty thousand. It's one audience.
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And we must ask about your tattoos...
I've always been obsessed with tattoos. I got my
first at the age of 11. I did it myself with a
penknife and an ink cartridge. I had my first
professional tattoo done when I was 16, in
Portsmouth. Then, usual story, I just got more and
more. I have half sleeves by Andi Bone and Jon
Nott. I've also got work by Andy Barber and
various others.

Finally, what are your ambitions for the
Argonauts?
For us to be the band that no other band wants to
have on stage before them!

Come and hear Justin and the Argonauts play
LIVE at the Big North Tattoo Show in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne on 28th and 29th April!
Check out www.bignorthtattooshow.com or
www.facebook.com/bignorthtattooshow/ for
details.

www.justinandtheargonauts.com
info@justinandtheargonauts.com
facebook.com/justinargonauts
Phone: 07540 948624
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Interview by Total Tattoo Magazine 
Pictures courtesy of Dmitry Khmarsky

Looking at the astonishing quality of his work, you’d never
guess that Dmitry Khmarsky has only been tattooing for
four years. He began his artistic career as a painter, and he

firmly believes that an artist’s personality should be reflected in
everything they create – whether that’s a painting or a tattoo.
That's why surrealism is important to him, with the unlimited
imaginative possibilities that it offers. Dmitry is from Ukraine, has
a studio in Moscow, and travels extensively around Europe as
well.
You only began tattooing in 2014 and your work is already world class. Are you a
natural-born artist? Did you have any formal art education?
I'm grateful to you for appreciating my work! I didn't have a formal art education – in fact
there was very little that was artistic about my education. If there had been, I'm sure my
creative development would have been a lot quicker. I was always doodling and sketching in
my notebooks at school. Drawing came easily to me. But it was only after university that I
came back to art. 

What jobs did you do at that time?
I've had a lot of different jobs in my life, but before I became a tattooist painting was always
my main occupation. I painted pictures for sale in galleries, and I did portraits. I still love to
paint whenever I have the time.
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How did you first get into tattooing?
It was in St Petersburg. I simply decided to try it out! I chose a tattoo shop – it was a
fairly casual decision – and spoke to the owner. He liked my paintings, and offered me
a place on the team. I did my first tattoos for free. I found it easy to learn, and
customers seemed to like the result. I began working with black and grey, and
gradually moved into colour.  

How did you learn to tattoo? Did you do an apprenticeship or
did you teach yourself?
In that first studio, I was always watching how the other artists worked, and asking
them to explain what they were doing if there was something that particularly
interested me or something that I needed to know. I was working a lot, and I
experimented a great deal with my technique. It was a really valuable experience.
Today, I still try to learn all the time. I am in communication with lots of good tattoo
artists in different countries. I feel that is very important for my professional growth.

Were there any particular tattoo artists who inspired you at the start?
I was inspired by any tattoo that was professionally done and of a high quality. It was
mainly realism that attracted me at the beginning of my career.
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And who inspires you now?
It's just the same – I appreciate quality. Now, though, I'm a big fan of surrealist motifs
in tattoos. I believe any creative work should display the artist's personality. That's
certainly what I strive for in my own work.

What is your favourite kind of subject matter to tattoo?
Definitely surrealism, but with realistic elements. It's the same for my painting. I
believe surrealism is the future of art. No matter what the artist is trying to achieve, no
matter what his intentions, surrealism offers inexhaustible opportunities for the
development and realisation of every possible kind of artistic fantasy or invention. 

What do you enjoy most about tattooing?
I really enjoy seeing my sketches and ideas come to life as tattoos. I like the whole
process of tattooing, especially working with colour. And when my customers are
happy, that's truly inspirational. But what gives me the most pleasure is seeing how
my work is developing and improving.
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You're working with colours all the time. Do you have a
personal favourite?
No, I don't have any favourite colours. Every colour is
beautiful in its own way. But I have to admit I do like bright
colours – juicy, saturated colours!

What is the most challenging tattoo that you have done,
and why?
That's a difficult question. For me, no tattoo design is
complicated – it's just that some of them are less interesting.
The complexity and the challenge come more from the
customer's skin.

Tell us about your equipment.
Over the years, I've used machines from many different
manufacturers, but lately I've been using Inkjecta and FK
Irons. I find them comfortable and I like their softness. As for
the rest of my equipment... well, the details are not so
important...
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Tell us about your painting.
I like to work with oil on canvas. That's my preferred
medium. Paintings have been produced in this way for
centuries, and they continue to please our eyes in the
present day. For me, painting is similar to tattooing. I
enjoy working with colour, in all sorts of ways, and I try to
create pictures that surprise. I like it when an artist can
paint his inner world on the canvas.

When did you first begin painting seriously?
While I was at school, painting was a hobby for me –
nothing more – and I never envisaged earning any money
from it. It was after I left university that I began selling my
work.

Has your painting helped your tattooing?
Yes. Painting has helped me a great deal in my development as a tattooist. It's
given me an understanding of colour, and taught me how to work with it. In fact I
believe that any artist should learn to paint before they tattoo. It's so fundamental.

Do you use technology?
Yes, I often use my tablet when I'm working on sketches. It makes it so easy to
experiment with colour.

How do you see your career progressing?
I've still got a lot of work to do! I certainly haven't yet achieved excellence in my
tattooing. I want to work at more conventions in different countries. I like meeting
new people and spending time with successful artists, because it all helps in the
development of my own creativity and the search for new ideas. I'd also like to
have some solo exhibitions of my paintings. My dream is to open a studio – not
just a tattoo studio, but a real creative home for artists working in all kinds of
other media as well as on skin.
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Tell us about the Russian tattoo scene
and attitudes to tattooing in Russia.
It's not radically different to anywhere
else. But in Russia, I think most customers'
purchasing power is less than in many
other countries, so they can't always afford
quality work. Of course there are the true
tattoo connoisseurs, but unfortunately
there also seem to be so many people in
Russia who don't recognise good tattoos.
Personally, I think tattooing is an art form
in itself and needs to be valued as such. I
have to say, I really appreciate it when
customers visit me from other countries,
especially if they have travelled a long
distance.

What about your own tattoos?
At the moment, I am in the process of
choosing an artist. I want someone who
can do something unique, of the highest
quality. An artist who displays their
personality through their work – rather like
handwriting. But unfortunately I don't
really have much time to think about my
own tattoos because of my heavy
workload.

www.facebook.com/DmitryKhmarsky/
instagram.com/khmarsky/
www.khmarsky.com
dmitry8353@gmail.com





THE CONVENTION SEASON IS UPON US!

With springtime just around the corner, a new tattoo convention season
is about to begin. There are now so many of them! Almost every city in
the UK has its own event and there’s hardly a weekend without one. Not
to mention all the overseas conventions. As a tattooer, how do you
choose which ones to apply for? Here are the factors that help me make
my decision. Perhaps you’ll find them helpful too.

CLIENT BASE AND LOCATION. It seems obvious, but I always think about where I
will be busiest. If you’ve done guests spots, or have worked in a city before, you’ll probably
already have a client base who will most likely come and see you again, or at least their
friends will! It’s also important to know your niche, and pick locations that fit your
demographic. Speaking personally, a large proportion of my client base are English Literature
students, artists and the LGBT+ community, so I can rely on creative cities like Brighton,
Bristol and Manchester to keep me busy. Some conventions are also more tailored to one
style of work over others, and I would never expect to be very busy at a convention focused
more on realism artists, just as they wouldn’t expect to be as busy at one focused on
traditional artists. It’s very important to consider your following. Checking your stats on
Instagram can give you great insights into where they are located. I’ve also been known to
put up a post asking which conventions people would like me to attend.

PRESTIGE. The first convention I ever
worked was Brighton, five years ago. I was
absolutely terrified – not only of working in
front of so many people, but also of being in a
room full of incredible artists from all across
the globe. I was afraid that nobody would
want to get tattooed by me when so many
talented tattooists were there! However, I
completely underestimated myself and I was
busy all weekend. Being at a top quality
convention is great for networking, and it’s
good to be seen working alongside the artists
you look up to. It can push you to work
harder, hustle more and create designs that
will stand out. There will be people attending
for the bigger names who will come across
you, when they might not otherwise have
done so. The artists with larger followings will
often be booked up as soon as the doors
open, leaving people with money in their
pockets looking for someone else whose
work inspires them – and that could be you.

SIZE. Being accepted into a big, high profile
convention can really help put your name on
the map. But smaller conventions have their
benefits too. It’s nice to be a big fish in a small
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pond, and it’s great to reach out to a
supportive local clientele and entice
people to come to visit you at your
studio. And smaller events are of course
useful for newer artists looking to do their
first conventions who don’t want to be
thrown in the deep end!

COST. Booth prices vary between
conventions, and you need to factor in
travel and accommodation costs too.
Popular holiday destinations will bump up
their prices at holiday times. Even parking
can throw a spanner in the financial
works. Working at conventions abroad can
feel very expensive, but I tend to book a
few extra days and treat it as a holiday. If I
break even, then it’s a nice bonus. Luckily
I’ve never made a loss from a convention,
but it’s definitely a gamble if you rely on
walk-ups. I usually book one or two
people at the start of each day to make
sure I cover my costs – and also to avoid
that awkward moment when the doors
open and you’re sat at your booth trying
not to look desperate!

FRIENDS. Last, but definitely not least, I
find out which conventions my friends will
be working at. To me, conventions are just
as much about socialising, catching up with
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old pals and making new ones. I’ve shared
booths with friends from other studios,
and some of my best convention
experiences have been working in a
section with all my buddies together.

Having considered all of the above, I make
a list of the conventions I would ideally
love to work at, then put my applications
in and see who accepts me. But if you’re
embarking on this process, remember that
some conventions are invitation-only,
some organisers give priority to tattooists
who have worked with them before, and
others like to rotate artists to avoid having
the same names every time – so if at first
you don’t succeed, do try again next year.

I’m now off to make my new banner for
this year’s shows. See you there!

Harriet Heath
instagram: @lonerosetattoo
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REGIONAL DIRECTORY
Find the best studios near you, If you own a world class studio and would like to be included
in our directory simply call 01603 958062 or email totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk
for more information. Alternatively you can write to:
Directory, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU UK

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen Tattoo 
Collective
80 Rosemount Viaduct, Aberdeen
AB25 1NU
Tel no: 01224 635672
aberdeentattooco@gmail.com
www.aberdeentattooco.com

Body Piercings by Nathan
202 George St, Aberdeen
AB251BS
Tel no: 01224 642347
Instagram: @Nathanhague85

FHT Bathgate
46 Hopetoun St, Bathgate 
EH48 4EU
Tel no: 01506 654442
fhtbathgate@gmail.com
www.fhtbathgate.co.uk

Forevermore Tattoo
202, Hope Street, Glasgow.
G22UG
Tel no: 01413329340
Email:
forevermoretattoo@gmail.com
www.forevermoretattoo.co.uk

Inkdependent
56 Dalry Rd, Edinburgh 
EH11 2BA
Tel no: 0131 623 6565
inkdependenttattoos@gmail.com
www.inkdependent.eu/

Insider Tattoo
89 Henderson St, Edinburgh 
EH6 6ED
Tel no: 01315546083
info@insidertattoo.com
www.insidertattoo.com

Main Street Tattoo
116 Main St, Wishaw 
ML2 7LU
Tel no: 01698 355877
mainstreettattoo@live.co.uk
Instagram: @mainstreettattoo

Richards Tattoo Studio
3 Trinity Quay, Aberdeen 
AB11 5AA
Tel no: 01224 575599
info@richardstattoo.com
www.richardstattoo.com

Twit Twoo Tattoo
238 Leith Walk, 
Edinburgh EH6 5EL
Tel no: 01316290171
tattoo@twittwoo.tattoo
http://twittwoo.tattoo/

NORTH EAST
Northside Tattooz
25 Station Road, Whitley Bay.
NE26 2QY
Tel no: 0191 2971327
hash@northsidetattooz.co.uk
www.northsidetattooz.co.uk

Northside - The Private
Rooms
2 - Basement, Bewick Street, 
City Centre, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 5EF
Tel no: 0191 221 0328
low@northsidetattooz.co.uk
www.northsidetattooz.co.uk

YORKSHIRE AND
THE HUMBER
Black lantern Studio
4 Marshall Avenue, Bridlington, 
East Yorkshire, YO152DS, UK
Tel no: 01262 674045
Blacklanternstudio@gmail.com
Facebook: black lantern tattoo
studio
Instagram @blacklantern_tattoos-
tudio

Electric Kicks
17 Front Street, Pontefract. 
WF8 1DA
Tel no: 07725029567
electrickicks@hotmail.com
Facebook: Electric Kicks Tattoo
Studio
Instagram: @electric.kicks.crew

Fun House
140 Sheffield Rd, Barnsley 
S70 1JH
Tel no: 01226 779595
nigelkurt1@gmail.com
www.nigelkurt.com

Sacred Electric Tattoo
2-3 Mill Hill, 
Leeds LS1 5DQ

Tel no: 0113 242 5553
Sacredelectrictattoo@gmail.com
www.sacredelectrictattoo.com

Ultimate Skin
33 New Briggate, 
Leeds LS2 8JD
Tel No: 0113 244 4940
ustattoo@gmail.com
Instagram: @ultimate_skin

EAST MIDLANDS
Epona Art and Tattoo
Waterloo Yard, King St, 
Southwell NG25 0EH
Tel no: 01636 815771
theresatattoo@btinternet.com
www.eponatattoo.com

Fat Fugu
24 Fish St, 
Northampton NN1 2AA
Tel no: 01604 630557
info@fatfugu.com
www.fatfugu.com

Scarlet Rose
21 High St, 
Milton Keynes MK16 8AR
Tel no: 01908 618388
joe@scarletrosetattoo.com
www.scarletrosetattoo.com

Second Skin
77 Ashbourne Rd, 
Derby DE22 3FW
Tel no: 01332 242688
info@secondskinstudio.co.uk
Instagram: @secondskinderby

Uptown Tattoo Studio
4 woodgate, Leicester, le3 5ge
Tel no: 01162 251661
uptowntattoostudio@gmail.com
www.uptowntattoostudio.com

EAST OF ENGLAND
Braintree Tattoo Studio
148 Coggeshall Rd, 
Braintree CM7 9ER
Tel no: 01376560633
info@braintreetattoostudio.co.uk
www.braintreetattoostudio.co.uk

Churchyard Tattoo
14 Churchyard, 
Hitchin SG5 1HR
Tel no: 01462 338781
cytattoo@gmail.com
Instagram: @churchyardtattoos

Cult Classic Tattoo
32 North St, 
Romford RM1 1BH
Tel no: 01708730500
cultclassictattoo@gmail.com
www.cultclassictattoo.com

Electric Punch Tattoo
Unit 4, the Pavillion,
Tower Centre, Hoddesdon 
EN11 8UB
Tel no: 01992447756 
info@electricpunchtattoo.co.uk 
www.electricpunchtattoo.co.uk

Five Keys Tattoo
21-23 St George Street, 
Norwich. NR3 1AB
Tel no: 01603762636
fivekeystattoo@gmail.com
www.fivekeystattoo.com

Indigo Tattoo and Piercing
2 Lower Goat Lane, 
Norwich, Norfolk NR2 1EL
Tel no: 01603 886143
www.indigotattoo.co.uk
indigotattooandpiercing@gmail.com

Immortal Ink
39 - 43 Baddow Road,
Chelmsford, CM2 0DB
Tel no: 01245 493444
contact@immortalink.co.uk
www.immortalink.co.uk

Red’s Tattoo Parlour
123a High Street
Colchester, Essex
CO1 1SZ
Tel no: 01206 766606
www.redstattoo.co.uk

Signum In Sanguinem 
(Oliver Jerrold)
4 The Gurdons, Assington Suffolk
CO105LW
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Tel no: 07519859001
ojtattoo@gmail.com
Instagram:
@signum_in_sanguinem

Wolf and Arrows
57 St John's St, Bury Saint
Edmunds IP33 1SJ
Tel no: 01284 701643
Instagram: @wolfandarrows

LONDON

Dharma Tattoo
529 Roman Rd, 
London E3 5EL
Tel no: 020 79988008
info@dharmatattoo.co.uk
www.dharmatattoo.co.uk

Family Business
58 Exmouth Market, 
Clerkenwell, 
London EC1R 4QE
Tel no: 02072789526
info@thefamilybusinesstattoo.com
www.thefamilybusinesstattoo.com

Frith Street
18 Frith Street (basement), Soho,
London W1D 4RQ
Tel no: 020 7734 8180
frithstreettattoo.london@gmail.com
www.frithstreettattoo.co.uk

Fudoshin Tattoos
158 George Lane, 
London E18 1AY
Tel no: 020 8989 6144
fudoshintattoos@hotmail.com
www.fudoshintattoos.com

Happy Sailor Tattoo
17 Hackney Rd, 
London E2 7NX
Tel no: 020 7033 9222
Email: Via website
www.happysailortattoo.com

Inksmiths Of London
8 Chequers Parade, Eltham,
London SE9 1DD
Tel no: 020 8617 3338
Inksmithsoflondon@gmail.com
Instagram: @InksmithsofLondon

Kilburn Original Tattoo
175 Kilburn High Road, Kilburn,
London. NW6 7HY
Tel no: 02073723662
info@kilburnoriginal.com
Instagram: @kilburntattoo

New Wave Tattoo Studio
157 Sydney Road, Muswell Hill, 
London N10 2NL
Tel no: 02084448779
lalhardy@hotmail.co.uk
www.newwavetattoo.co.uk

Old Habits Tattoo
364 Kingsland Road, 
London. E8 4DA
Tel no: 02036090931
oldhabitstattoo@gmail.com
www.oldhabitstattoo.com

Seven Doors Tattoo
55 Fashion St, Shadwell, 
London E1 6PX
Tel no: 020 7375 3880
sevendoorstattoo@gmail.com
Instagram: @sevendoorstattoo

Through My Third Eye 
342 Hornsey Road, 
London. N77HE
Tel no: 02034172552
throughmythirdeye@outlook.com
www.throughmythirdeye.com

SOUTH EAST

1770 Tattoo
4 Little East Street 
Brighton BN1 1HT 
Tel no: 01273710730
info@1770tattoo.com
www.1770tattoo.com

Death’s Door Tattoo
13-16 Vine Street, 
Brighton. BN14AG
deathsdoortattoos@gmail.com
Instagram: @deathsdoortattoo

The Church Tattoo
11 Church Road 
Redditch B97 4AB
Tel no: 01527 759852
thechurchtattoo@hotmail.com
Instagram: @thechurchtattoo

Higgins and Co
69 Terminus Road,  Above 
Coffee Republic, 
Eastbourne BN21 3NJ
Tel no: 01323 301973
higginsandco71@gmail.com
www.higginsandcotattoo.co.uk

Scribbly Head @Electric
Buddha
32-36 Plains of Waterloo,
Ramsgate CT11 8HX
Tel no: 01843 855041
scribbly_head@hotmail.com
Instagram: @scribbly_head

Rising Phoenix Tattoo 
6 High Street, 
Leighton Buzzard. LU7 1EA
Tel no: 01525217121
studio@risingphoenixtattoo.co.uk
www.risingphoenixtattoo.co.uk

Valhalla Tattoo
215 High Street, Bromley, 
Kent. BR11NY
Tel no: 02083139470
info@valhallatattoo.co.uk
www.facebook.com/valhallatat-
too215

SOUTH WEST

Crow Quill
63 Bedford Pl, 
Southampton SO15 2DS
Tel no: 023 8034 0058
instagram: @thecrowquill
www.thecrowquill.co.uk

Needle and Fred Tattoo
22 High St, 
Littlehampton BN17 5EE
Tel no: 01903 733622
needleandfred@live.co.uk
Instagram: @inkfred

Purple Rose Tattoo
56 Staple Hill Road, Fishponds, 
Bristol, BS16 5BS
Tel no: 01173 300123
purplerosetattoo@hotmail.co.uk
www.purplerosetattoo.co.uk 

WALES

Dexterity Ink
Unit 9 Indoor Peoples Market
LL13 8  Wrexham
Tel no: 01978 447100
www.facebook.com/DexterityInk
TattooStudio09

Physical Graffiti
124 City Road, Cardiff. 
CF24 3DQ
Tel no: 02920481428
pgct@hotmail.co.uk
Instagram: @physicalgraffititattoos

Stronghold Tattoo
2nd floor Hugh St Chambers
Cardiff, CF10 1BD
Tel no: 07943 981671
www.strongholdtattoo.com

WEST MIDLANDS

Dark Horse Collective
33 Boldmere Rd, 
Sutton Coldfield B73 5UY
Tel no: 01214061635
www.darkhorsecollective.com

NORTH WEST

Aurora Tattoo
Sultan of Lancaster, Brock St, 
The Old Church, Lancaster 

LA1 1UU
auroratattoo@hotmail.co.uk
www.auroratattoostudio.co.uk

Bold As Brass Tattoo
Charleston House, 12 Rumford Pl,
Liverpool L3 9DG
Tel no: 0151 227 1814
boldasbrasstattoo@gmail.com
www.boldasbrasstattoo.com

Cosmic Monsters Incorpo-
rated
Mitre house, the courtyard
27 the strand, Bromsgrove
B618ab
Tel no: 07863135814
cmitattoo@gmail.com
www.cmi-tattoo.com

Marked for life
45 High Street, (Winpenny house)
Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 1SB
Tel no: 01642 641235
tattoomfl@gmail.com
www.marked-for-life.com

Sacred Art Tattoo
497 Barlow Moor Road, Chorlton,
Manchester.  M21 8AG
Tel: 01618811530
tattoo@sacredarttattoo.co.uk
www.sacredarttattoo.co.uk

Skin Kandi Tattoo Studio
50a Westfield Street, St Helens
Merseyside WA10 1QF
Tel no: 01744734699
skinkandi@hotmail.co.uk
www.skinkandi.co.uk

True ‘til Death
Address: 13 Whalley Road
BB51AD Accrington
Tel no: 01254 433760
Email: via Facebook – True ‘Til
Death Tattoo
www.accringtontattoo.com

IRELAND

Yakuza Tattoo
41 Michael Street, 
Waterford, Ireland
Tel no: +353 51 852 621
yakuzatattoo@hotmail.com
www.yakuzatattoo.ie
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UK CONVENTIONS
3rd-4th March
Tattoo Tea Party
intu Trafford Centre, 
Trafford Boulevard, Manchester
www.tattooteaparty.com/

17th-18th March
The Tattoo Collective
The Old Truman Brewery
91 Brick Ln, London E1 6QR,
thetattoocollective.co.uk

31st March-2nd April
Maidstone Tattoo Extravaganza
Kent Showground 
Detling
Maidstone ME14 3JF

8th April
Ink and Iron
The New Bingley Hall 1 Hockley Circus 
Birmingham B18 5PP
inkandiron.co.uk/

21st -22nd April
Portsmouth Tattoo Fest
Portsmouth Pyramids Centre
Clarence Esplanade,
Portsmouth PO5 3ST,
www.tattoofest.co.uk

28th -29th April
Big North Tattoo Show
Metro Radio Arena
Arena Way, NE4 7NA
Newcastle upon Tyne
www.thebignorthtattooshow.co.uk

4th-6th May
Liverpool Tattoo Convention
Britannia Adelphi Hotel
Ranelagh Place
Liverpool, L3 5UL
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com/

19th-20th May
Scarborough Tattoo Show
The Spa Scarborough South Bay, 
Scarborough, North Yorkshire YO11 2HD
www.scarboroughtattooshow.com/

19th-20th May
Northern Ireland Tattoo Convention
Belfast Waterfront 2 Lanyon Pl 
Belfast BT1 3WH
nitattoo.com

9th-10th June
Bristol Tattoo Convention
The Passenger Shed, Station Approach, 
Bristol BS1 6QH
bristoltattooconvention.com

7th-8th July
Powys Charity Tattoo Convention
Community Centre, Mount Lane
Llanidloes, Powys SY18 6EZ
www.facebook.com/Powys-charity-tattoo-con-
vention-283437561802173

7th-8th July
Leeds Tattoo Expo
First Direct Arena, Arena Way,
Leeds LS2 8BY,
leedstattooexpo.com

24th-29th July
Cardiff International 
Tattoo Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House
24-26 Newport Rd,28Cardiff CF24 0DD

1st - 2nd September
Oxford Tattoo Convention
The Oxford Academy, Sandy Lane West, 
Littlemore, Oxford
www.facebook.com/oxfordtattooconvention

1st-3rd September
Kustom Kulture Blast Off
31st August – 2nd September
Lincolnshire Show Ground
Lincoln LN2 2NA
www.kustomkultureblastoff.com

28th-30th September
The International London Tattoo
Convention
Tobacco Dock, 50 Porters Walk
London E1W 2SF
www.thelondontattooconvention.com

19th-21st October
Midlands Tattoo Industry Show
Athena Leicester, Athena, Queen Street
LE1 1QD Leicester
www.midlandstattooindustryshow.co.uk

27th-28th October
Cambridge International Tattoo
Convention
Guildhall Place
1-6 Corn Exchange St, Cambridge, CB2 3QF
www.facebook.com/cambridgetattoocon

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS
9th-11th March
Mondial du Tatouage
Grande halle de la Villette
211 Avenue Jean Jaurès 75019 Paris. France
www.mondialdutatouage.com/

13th-15th April
Perugia Tattoo Convention
Hotel Gió Wine e Jazz area
V.le Ruggero D’Andreotto, 19
06124 Perugia
Italy
www.perugiatattooconvention.com

1st-3rd June
Amsterdam Tattoo Convention
Amsterdam RAI Exhibition and Convention
Centre. Europaplein, 1078 GZ Amsterdam,
Netherlands

29th June-1st July
Ink Mania
Gouverneur Verwilghensingel
70 3500
Hasselt
Belgium
www.inkmania.be

6th-8th October
Monster Ink Tattoo Fest
Evenementenhal Venray
De Voorde 30, 5807 EZ Venray, 
The Netherlands
www.monsterinktattoofest.com

8th-9th November
Brussels Tattoo Convention
Tour & Taxis
Avenue du Port 86,
1000 Brussels,
Belgium
www.brusselstattooconvention.be

CONVENTION CALENDAR






